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200228-30 SeptemberExecutive Committee meeting in Stockholm, at the invitation of the SwedishMathematical Society
30 SeptemberDeadline for proposals for the 2003 EMS LecturesContact: David Brannan, e-mail: d.a.brannan@open.ac.uk
15 NovemberDeadline for submission of material for the December issue of the EMS NewsletterContact: Robin Wilson, e-mail: r.j.wilson@open.ac.uk
31 DecemberDeadline for bids for the Fifth European Mathematical Congress, 5ecm, in 2008Contact: EMS Secretariat, e-mail: makelain@cc.helsinki.fiDeadline for the Raising Public Awareness article competitionContact: Vagn Lundgaard Hansen, e-mail: V.L.Hansen@mat.dtu.dk20038-9 FebruaryExecutive Committee meeting in Nice (France), by invitation of the local organisers ofAMAM 2003
10-13 FebruaryAMAM 2003: EMS-SMAI-SMF Meeting in Nice (France)Mathématiques Appliquées - Applications des Mathématiques (Applied Mathematics -Applications of Mathematics)Contacts: Doina Cioranescu, e-mail: cioran@ann.jussieu.fr and Mireille Martin-Deschamps, e-mail: mmd@math.uvsq.fr, webpage: http://acm.emath.fr/amam/
15 FebruaryDeadline for submission of material for the March issue of the EMS NewsletterContact: Robin Wilson, e-mail: r.j.wilson@open.ac.uk
1 MarchDeadline for proposals for the 2004 EMS Lectures Contact: Helge Holden, e-mail: holden@math.ntnu.no
18-23 MayIPAM-SIAM-EMS Conference in Los Angeles (UCLA Lake Arrowhead ConferenceCenter), USAApplied Inverse Problems: Theoretical and Computational Aspectswebpage: http://www.ipam.ucla.edu/programs/aip2003
1-5 JulyEMS Summer School, at the University of Porto (Portugal) Dynamical SystemsOrganiser: Maria Pires de Carvalho, e-mail: mpcarval@fc.up.pt
7-12 July CIME-EMS Summer School at Bressanone/Brixen (Italy)Stochastic Methods in FinanceOrganisers: Marco Frittelli and Wolfgang J. Runggaldier, e-mail: runggal@math.eunipd.it
12-14 SeptemberSPM-EMS Meeting in Lisbon (Portugal)200425-27 June EMS Council Meeting, Stockholm (Sweden)
27 June - 2 July4th European Congress of Mathematics, Stockholm
2-6 SeptemberEMS Summer School, at the Universidad de Cantabria, Santander (Spain) Empirical processes theory and statistical applications 
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Some personal thoughtsIn the past few years (since 1997) I havemade presentations to different policy makers (journalists, the Minister ofCommerce, Army chiefs of staff, etc.).  Itsgoal was to point out how mathematicsunderlined all existing technologies indaily life: its role in the high-tech revolu-tion, the role of mathematics in the finan-cial world; its future role in advancing sci-ence; the interplay between applied math-ematics and abstract mathematics and theemployment opportunities that will beopened to young individuals by studyingmathematics.  Raising public awareness ofthe importance of mathematics to societyand to individuals is a long process thatneeds to be repeated again and again.Nevertheless, it is not clear whether it istoo late to address the above high officialsin that stage of their life.  This is of coursea question that is not possible to answer inan affirmative fashion � in other words, wastheir attitude to mathematics created andfixed while they were high-school students,or even in elementary school?For many years my department (theDepartment of Mathematics andComputer Science in Bar-Ilan Universityin Israel) has been running a special pro-gramme for gifted high-school students.The programme involved students fromthe age group of 14-15 in neighbouringhigh schools and more remote ones.  Thestudents accepted in the programme arethe most gifted (and ambitious) studentsthat pass the targeted tests of the pro-gramme, as well as personal interviews todetermine ambition and dedication.  Theydo not complete their high-school curricu-la in mathematics with their normal affilia-tion, but take the programme intenselyafter school classes and writing theirmatriculation in mathematics at the age of16.  In the remaining two years of highschool they take courses in mathematics

chosen from the regular B.Sc. programmein mathematics of the first and (even) sec-ond year  (Calculus I, II, Linear Algebra I,II, Set Theory, Algebra, Complex Analysis,and others).  This is a very demanding pro-gramme � the students participate in thefirst year B.Sc. mathematics programmewhile completing their high-school cur-riculum in other subjects (including writ-ing the relevant matriculation exams); thisdemands both intellectual and emotionalstrength.  Needless to say, they are verygifted and it is a pleasure to teach them.Some of my Ph.D. students started theirmathematical education in this way, andsome are already pursuing careers inmathematics, up to full professor.   Lately we have started an outreach pro-ject to a different community of high-school students: those who are not ambi-tious enough and are aiming at the secondlevel of matriculation in mathematics, oreven the third level, rather than trying to

aim at a higher level (there are three levelsof matriculation in mathematics in Israel).Using the results of their normal studies,their teachers� recommendations and per-sonal interviews, we recommend the stu-dent to take a special after-school pro-gramme that will prepare them in twosemesters to move to a higher level.  Theprogramme is partially funded by a privatefoundation, partially by high-tech compa-nies, and partially by public organisations.The third group we are addressing (notdirectly, but via promoting the programmein any relevant capacity that I hold innational level), is the very young agegroup.  There is a voluntary group dedi-cated to raising the level of accomplish-ment and acceptance of mathematics byteaching it in a conceptual fashion (as wellas developing modelling skills) and by pro-viding professional mathematicians toteach mathematics even to first-grade ele-mentary school pupils!  It is done as anexperiment and started in the early 1990sby a group of mathematicians who immi-grated to Israel from the FSU.  (Eventoday, the number of students of Russianorigin is relatively high.)Will these students become more awareof mathematics when they grow up andbecome informed citizens?  Will they bemore sympathetic towards providing abudget for mathematics when they becomeofficials of the EU?  Will they still eliminatemathematics from the EU�s top priorities(as in some programmes of the 6th frame-work)?  As I said in my address in theLuxembourg meeting in Spring 2001[Celebrating the submitting of theEuropean project �Reference level - 16-years� (study of the different Europeanprogrammes for this age-group)]: �A bet-ter and targeted education in mathematicsfrom an early age will result in governmentofficials and policy makers who are morefavourable towards mathematics.�
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Editorial: Mina TEditorial: Mina Teicher eicher (Bar-Ilan University, Israel)
Investing in the future general public

Does the general public attitude towards mathematics depend only on raising the awareness among adults?
How do we ensure a sufficient stream of undergraduate and graduate students to mathematics, as well as creating a positive public and administrative attitude towards mathematics?



The Czech Republic, and Prague in particular, was heavily hit by recent floods.  The largest Czechmathematical library was located in the building of the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, CharlesUniversity, at Karlin, the most damaged part of Prague.  It contained books and journals from all fieldsof pure and applied mathematics, statistics, numerical analysis and computer science.  About two-thirdsof the books and journals in the library were heavily damaged and, despite all efforts, are almost sure-ly lost.   Among them were about 5000 recent books and monographs and almost 400 journal titles.There were also thousands of historical books from the past three centuries which are impossible to buy� these included, for example, the first editions of the complete works of Cauchy, Weierstrass andRiemann.  
Since the whole country was extensively damaged by the flood, we must expect that the reconstructionof the library will be a very difficult task.  While we can recover texts needed for undergraduate study,we are not able to repurchase books needed for graduate and postgraduate students or books and jour-nals needed for research.
In our difficult situation, we should like to ask the community of European mathematicians for help.The list of perished books from recent decades and the lost journal series are available on the web pagehttp://www.mff.cuni.cz/povoden/
If anyone is in a position to provide us assistance, a donation of spare copies of books or journals (inparticular, from the list on the web page) would be an immense help to us.  The books and journalissues can be sent directly to the faculty�s library (see address below).
It is also possible to make a financial contribution to the renewal of the library � this is a particularlyefficient way to help us to recover exactly what we need.  Money can be sent either by cheque, payableto Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Mathematics andPhysics, Ke Karlovu 3, 121 16 Praha, Czech Republic, 
or by a money transfer to the fol-lowing account: CSOB, Prague 1, Na Porici 24, account number 01256280/0300. Our reference: 999, SWIFT: CEKO CZ PP PRA
Gifts of books or money contribu-tions are free of tax in our country,if we have a letter declaring thatthe gift was sent as a donation tothe library of the Faculty.  Anyhelp would be very welcome andhighly appreciated.
Ivan Netuka and Vladimir Souèek (Editors of the Recent books column)
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The floods in PragueHelp us save the mathematical library at Charles University



Those present were: Rolf Jeltsch(President, in the Chair), David Brannan,Bodil Branner, Victor Buchstaber, DoinaCioranescu, Luc Lemaire, Olli Martio,Marta Sanz-Solé, Mina Teicher. Apologieshad been received from Renzo Piccinini.In attendance by invitation were: CarlesCasacuberta (Publications Officer), RobinWilson (Editor-in-Chief, EMS Newsletter),David Salinger (Publicity Officer), SaulAbarbanel (Chair of Applied MathematicsCommittee), Thomas Hintermann(Managing Director of EMS PublishingHouse), Sir John Kingman (Nominee forPresident for 2003-06), Helge Holden(Nominee for Secretary for 2003-06), DagNormann, President of the NorwegianMathematical Society, TuulikkiMakelainen, Helsinki Secretariat.The President thanked the NorwegianMathematical Society for their invitationand local arrangements, and welcomed allparticipants.The minutes of the previous meeting(Brussels, 9-10 February 2002) wereaccepted and the President signed them.
Electronic votes The EC ratified the results of the electron-ic votes since the last meeting:* Sir John Kingman was elected EMS dele-gate to PESC (Standing Committee forPhysical and Engineering Sciences)Committee.* EMS would sponsor the conference onApplied Inverse Problems at IPAM. ErkkiSomersalo would be the member dele-gated by the EMS to be on the ScientificCommittee of the conference. The EMSwould give some financial support forthe participation of young researchersfrom Europe.* Bodil Branner would be the delegate ofthe EMS to the ESF EURESCO

Committee.* Nina Ural�tseva would be the Chair of thePrize Committee for the EMS Prizes in2004.* The following would be members of theEMS Education Committee: AbrahamArcavi (Weizmann Institute, Israel);Gerd Brandell (University of Lulea,Sweden); Willi Doerfler (University ofKlagenfurt, Austria); Sava Grozdev(Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia);Colette Laborde (IREM Grenoble,France); Olli Martio (University ofHelsinki, Finland); Rudolf Straesser(University of Bielefeld, Germany); EvaVasarhelyi (ELTE, Budapest, Hungary);Vinicio Villani (University of Pisa, Italy).* Michel Jambu, Director of CIMPA, wouldbecome a member of CDC for the peri-od 2002-05.* The following would be members of theEMS Applied Mathematics Committee:Georgios Dassios of the HellenicMathematical Society (2002-05);Rüdiger Schultz (2002-05); VincenzoCapasso (2002-03); Jose-FrancescoRodriguez (2002-05); Erkki Somersalo(2002-05); Jacques Periaux (2002-05);Andras Frank (2002-03); AndersSzepessy (2002-05); WalterSchachermayer (2002-03); Rolf Jeltsch(2002-03).
Officers� ReportsBodil Branner, Carles Casacuberta, RolfJeltsch, Olli Martio, Marta Sanz-Solé,David Salinger and Bernd Wegner wouldattend the ICM-2002 in Beijing.It was agreed to recommend to Councila change of class of the BelgiumMathematical Society and the NorwegianMathematical Society from class 1 to class2.EC noted that notice had been given by

30 June 2002 to Springer-Verlag to endthe ongoing contract for JEMS, and thatfrom the start of 2003 the EMS PublishingHouse would be responsible for JEMS.
4ecm in Stockholm in 2004The meeting will be held on 27 June-2 July2004, in Stockholm (Sweden).It was agreed that only new namesshould be used for membership of thePrizes Committee members, disjoint fromprevious Prizes Committee members, thatthe Prizes Committee should be disjointfrom the Scientific Committee, and thatone EMS Executive Committee membershould be included.
MeetingsA joint meeting of the EMS and thePortuguese Mathematical Society wasapproved, to be held in Lisbon on 12-14September 2003. The EMS will give somefinancial support to the joint meeting, plusa small deficit guarantee.
Bids to EUA Socrates Project had been submitted bythe Education Committee to the EU/EC.Expressions of Interest had been mailedto the EU on the following:* Digitisation DML (Digital MathematicsLibrary)* Integrated Initiative: web presentation(jobs, conference calendars, e-mailing,new presentation of EMIS)* Zentralblatt MATH improvements: key-boarding back volumes, linking reviewswith articles, increase of linking possibil-ities, and other improvements could beconsidered as a follow-up of LIMES �making Zentralblatt MATH an even moreEuropean endeavour.* Network on Excellence by ERCOMcalled INTERMATHA proposal for a UNESCO project onRaising Awareness of Mathematics hadbeen received from Mireille Chaleyat-Maurel. It was agreed that EMS would sup-port the project morally and would help tofind funding.
Council meeting 2002There was much useful discussion inpreparation for the Council meeting onthe following two days!
Future meetingsThe next EC meeting will be held inStockholm 29-30 September 2002, and thefollowing one in Nice (at the invitationfrom the local organisers of AMAM2003)on 9-10 February 2003.The next Council Meeting will be held inStockholm on 26-27 June 2004, the 26June session starting at 10 a.m.The next GPC meeting will be held inZurich on 14-15 December 2002, with anEMF Board of Trustees meeting at 14.00-16.00 on the 15 December.

David A. BrannanA report on the EMS Council Meetingin Oslo, 1-2 June, will appear in thenext issue

EMS ExecutiveEMS ExecutiveCommittee MeetingCommittee MeetingOslo 31 May
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The National Science Foundation (NSF)sponsored Institute for Pure and AppliedMathematics (IPAM), will host the secondconference by this name during 18-23 May2003, together with the Society forIndustrial and Applied Mathematics(SIAM) and the EMS. This conference is asequel and it is hoped only the second in aseries of conferences following the highlysuccessful conference held at Montecatini(Italy) in June 2001. It is also a lead towardthe special quarter on Applied InverseProblems being held during Fall 2003 atIPAM.

In the last twenty years the field ofinverse problems has undergone rapiddevelopment. A large international com-munity is engaged in solving these prob-lems where typically the solutions are indi-rectly related to the available data andwhere causes are determined for desiredor observed effects. The problems areoften ill-posed, in that changes in the datacan produce large effects in the solution.Furthermore, even questions of whether asolution that corresponds to likely noisydata can exist, and how many and how dif-ferent solutions there may be that corre-spond to partial data sets, need to be con-sidered.The enormous increase in computingpower and the development of powerful

algorithms has made it possible to consid-er real-world problems of growing com-plexity, and has led to a growing appetiteto apply the techniques of inverse prob-lems to ever more complicated physicaland biological problems. Applicationsinclude several medical as well as otherimaging techniques, location of oil andmineral deposits in the earth�s substruc-ture, creating astrophysical images fromtelescope data, finding cracks and inter-faces within materials, shape optimisation,and model identification in growthprocesses and more recently in the life sci-

ences. Historically, the model of the physi-cal phenomena was frequently linear withthe inverse problem being non-linear;recent work also includes non-linear phys-ical phenomena models.The goal of this conference is to includea broad spectrum of advancing new prob-lems with presentations on both computa-tional and theoretical issues and for a widerange of applications.The conference will be held at the UCLALake Arrowhead Conference Center whichis located in the mountains north of SanBernardino, California, approximately 100miles north of Los Angeles. The centre,which holds 169 participants, is in a verybeautiful location. Response to the confer-ence has been very positive and the organ-isers anticipate that the conference will fillthe centre to capacity with most partici-pants giving talks, either as invited speak-ers or as mini-symposia participants.There is also a strong emphasis on includ-ing participants who are in their earlycareer with a goal of having 40-50 post-doctoral and/or graduate student partici-pants who have completed enough of theirwork to be able to present a research talk.Conference costs will be favourable forthose who have this status, and additional

funds for travel reimbursement may beavailable for early career participants.Travel funds may also be available for par-ticipants for whom the travel costs wouldbe a hardship.A broad spectrum of problems will bepresented by the invited and plenaryspeakers who include: SimonArridge(London), Mario Bertero(Genova), Brett Borden (U.S. Navy),Raymond Chan (Hong Kong), Tony Chan(UCLA), Margaret Cheney (Rensselaer),Maarten de Hoop (Colorado), DavidDobson (Utah), Douglas Gough(Cambridge), Alberto Grunbaum(Berkeley), Martin Hanke (Mainz),Andreas Kirsch (Karlsruhe), Rainer Kress(Göttingen), Bill Kuperman (UCSD),Frank Natterer (Münster), Dianne O�Leary(Maryland), Gary Odell* (Washington),Stanley Osher (UCLA), GeorgePapanicolaou (Stanford), Roy Pike(London), Otmar Scherzer (Innsbruck),Erkki Somersalo (Helsinki), GuntherUhlmann (Washington).The organising committee consists ofJoyce McLaughlin (Rensselaer) as Chair,Heinz Engl (Linz) and Daniela Calvetti(Case Western). They have sought advicefrom the Scientific Committee: ErkkiSomersalo (Helsinki), Mario Bertero(Genova), Tony Chan (UCLA), DavidDobson (Utah), Martijn de Hoop(Colorado), Rainer Kress (Göttingen) andAlberto Grunbaum (Berkeley).Visit the website at http://www.ipam.ucla.edu/programs/aip2003 or e-mail questions toaip2003@ipam.ucla.edu to learn moreabout the conference. To learn more aboutthe special fall 2003 semester at IPAM, seehttp:///www.ipam.ucla.edu/programs/inv2003
Journal of the EuropeanMathematical Society

The next issue of JEMS (Vol. 4, No. 3)will contain the following articles: 
O. Venjakob, On the structure theory of theIwasawa algebra of a p-adic Lie group;
H. M. Soner and N. Touzi, Dynamic pro-gramming for stochastic target problems andgeometric flows;
R. F. Bass, B. M. Hambly and T. J.Lyons, Extending the Wong-Zakai theoremto reversible Markov processes.

Announcing AIP2003Announcing AIP2003Applied Inverse Problems: Theoretical and Applied Aspects(IPAM-SIAM-EMS Conference, 18-23 May 2003)
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The Abel Bicentennial Conference washeld at the University of Oslo from 3-7June 2002. The conference was opened byHM King Harald V, and the conferencecelebrated the launch of the Abel Prize inMathematics.The plenary speakers at the conferencewere F. Catanese, Ciro Ciliberto, AlainConnes, Gerd Faltings, William Fulton,Mark Green, Phillip Griffiths, GenadiHenkin, Christian Houzel, Steve Kleiman,Maxim Kontsevich, Hendrik W. Lenstra,Ken Ribet, Norbert Schappacher, DennisSullivan, Andrew Wiles and Don Zagier.The Proceedings of the AbelBicentennial Conference will be publishedby Springer, as a book and in a CD-ROM.A special feature of the conference wasan exhibition of Abel�s life and work. Themain attraction of the exhibition was themanuscript of the Paris Memoir, consid-ered his most important work. This manu-script belongs to the Moreniana Library inFlorence and the Labronica Library ofLivorno, and was brought to Oslo especial-ly for the Conference.HM King Harald V�s speech atthe Opening Ceremony

Rector, distinguished guests, ladies andgentlemen.Two hundred years ago our nation wasin its childhood. A young nation needsnational heroes. Niels Henrik Abel wassuch a hero. He was young and bright-minded and he became famous in academ-ic circles at home and in Europe. Hisuntimely death was a loss for the youngnation, and also for the development ofmathematics throughout the world.

This week we shall honour this brightyoung man, his ideas and achievements.But we shall also honour the mathematicsitself, and the development of a great uni-verse of ideas, theories and applications. Isincerely hope that this conference can beanother step in this development, that youthrough discussions and lectures canbroaden your experience in your esteemedwork. I know that you all have a passionaterelationship with mathematics, which canbe difficult enough for a non-mathemati-cian as myself to understand.It is a pleasure for me to see so manyprofessional mathematicians from so manyparts of the world gathered here in Oslo. Ihope you will all have some spare time toexplore our capital and its surroundingsduring your stay. This time of year is themost beautiful here in the north of Europe,with the long bright summer evenings andyou can appreciate the nature waking upafter the cold winter.I wish you success and take pride indeclaring the Abel BicentennialConference 2002 open.The short story of AbelA talk at the opening of the AbelBicentennial Conference Arild StubhaugYour Majesty, ladies and gentlemen:When your grandfather, Your Majesty,our king Haakon VII, for the first timeback in 1907 attended a meeting in TheNorwegian Academy of Science andLetters, he made the following statement:Science is in such a fortunate position for notbeing dependent upon the number of inhabi-tants, such that one may expect results as greatamong a people of two million, as among one oftwenty. I have only to recall the name of NielsHenrik Abel.It�s true today as well. In the world-widemathematical landscape Abel is a sparklingfigure. But in private: his personal life is asad story. I am going to tell a little aboutthe life of this outstanding man who onlylived for 26 years.His father was a vicar and a prominentperson in every way � he gave his six chil-dren the best education possible, accord-ing to his strong belief in the rationalistspirit of the European Enlightenment.

NEWS
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AbelAbelBicentennialBicentennialConferConferenceence
Oslo (Norway), June 2002 Don Zagier and Andrew Wiles at Oslo



Niels Henrik�s mother was the daughterof a shipping merchant in the lively porttown of Risør � and had grown up in luxu-ry and abundance. She very soon becametoo fond of drinking � even after all herriches had disappeared during bankruptcythat followed the Napoleonic wars.Father Abel�s public and private lifeended in misery. Everyone in the village ofGjerstad, where he lived, knew that thevicar and his wife drank, and that theydrank separately. Father Abel rapidly wentdownhill, and he died in the spring of1820.When this happened Niels Henrik was apupil at the Latin school here in the capi-tal � he had just grasped mathematics andwas acquiring knowledge with great speed.He became a university student in 1821,but even before that he had begun whatwas to become his first mathematical feat,his work on the quintic equation. To the University Senate it was clear thatAbel had to go to the world�s foremostmathematical milieu at that time � namelyto Paris � to gain further education.However he was considered too immature,but got a scholarship and studied on hisown, and read all of the considerablemathematical literature available in theUniversity library.Finally, in the autumn of 1825, he gothis travel money and went abroad on theconditions of travelling to Paris and to visitthe great Carl Friedrich Gauss inGöttingen, who was considered a mathe-matical institution in himself. But whenAbel arrived in Copenhagen, he changedhis plans and went to Berlin instead. Thefact that he went to Berlin was however themajor fortunate event of his life. In Berlinhe met the engineer August LeopoldCrelle, who in meeting Abel got thecourage to publish a mathematical journal,which would compete with the well estab-lished ones in France. In early 1826 thefirst issue came out of Journal für die reineund angewandte Mathematik, and most ofwhat Abel had time to write was publishedin this journal.Although Abel now had begun to makehis work public in Berlin, he had savedwhat he considered his best work for thehonourable Académie in Paris � beingpublished here would impress the rulers inNorway. As soon as he arrived in Paris, tenmonths after his departure from Norway,he started work on what has later beencalled his Paris Memoir. Very few, if any,mathematical dissertations have receivedsuch acclaim as this Paris dissertation ofAbel�s. He submitted it at the end ofOctober 1826 and spent the rest of theyear waiting for an answer. An answernever came. Abel�s work was set aside. Foras long as he lived, Abel was convinced thathis Paris dissertation had been lost forever.His stay in Paris was a disappointment � hedid not feel well: he had a fever, and wastold he must be suffering from tuberculo-sis.In �official Norway� Abel�s journeyabroad was regarded as somewhat of a fail-ure. Nothing had been published in Paris,and he had not visited the great Gauss in

Göttingen. Abel had rightly enough hadhis work printed in Berlin, but what kindof prestige did this new journal in Berlincarry? Abel had only a year and a half left tolive. This time was taken up with animpressive series of dissertations, which hecontinuously sent to Crelle�s Journal inBerlin. And Abel had finally realised thataccepting a position in Berlin was his onlysolution � both in order to get his workdone and to be able to marry the girl hehad been engaged to for four years. Throughout that last autumn Abelworked here in the capital as intensely andfeverishly as before � and when Christmasapproached he set out in the cold winter tovisit his fiancé in the far-away village ofFroland. After a Christmas ball, when hestepped outside to cool off, he began tocough up blood. He stayed in bed � hemanaged to write one mathematical work:he wrote two or three pages wherein heagain attempted to formulate the introduc-

tory thoughts to his Paris Memoir.His sick-bed became his death-bed. Abelwas only 26 years old. He thought it terri-ble that it would all soon be over. On 6 April 1829, life ended for NielsHenrik. Two days later, without any knowl-edge of what had taken place in Norway,there was correspondence about, and to,Abel in both Paris and Berlin. From Paristhe message was that Abel�s Paris disserta-tion had finally been found. From BerlinCrelle wrote in glowing terms that therewas now a guaranteed professorship forhim in that city: �You may now regard yourfuture calmly. You belong among us andyou will be safe�, Crelle wrote, and endedwith, �You are coming to a good country, toa better climate, closer to science and toreal friends who appreciate you and arefond of you�.Again your Majesty, we recall the nameof Niels Henrik Abel � we are touched byhis misfortune and destiny � we pay tributeto his great scientific achievements.
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Two new Abel stampsTwo Norwegian stamps were issued during theweek of the conference. The 5.50 NOK stampfeatures the portrait of Abel, based on the paint-ing by John Gørbitz in Paris in 1826, and thelemniscate, the symbol of the conference. The 22NOK stamp features the cover of the second edi-tion of his collected works and a computer-gen-erated guillochert rosette. Abel�s lemniscate

The lemniscate, the symbol of the Abelbicentennial conference, is the only math-ematical picture in Abel�s collected works.Abel was very excited about the lemniscate.In a letter to his former teacher Holmboe,written from Paris in December 1826, hewrote:You shall see how pretty this is. I have foundthat one can divide, with the help of ruler and

compass, the lemniscate into 2n + 1 parts whenthis number is a prime number. The divisiondepends upon an equation whose degree is (2n+ 1)2 � 1. But I have found its full solution bymeans of square roots. In the same vein I haveapproached the mystery that has surroundedGauss� Theory of the division of the circle. I seeas clearly as day how he has obtained it. Bicentennial AnniversaryPrize awarded to Atle SelbergIn conjunction with the Abel BicentennialConference, the organising committeeawarded a special BicentennialAnnviersary Prize to Atle Selberg, to hon-our Selberg�s great mathematical contribu-tion and to commemorate Niels HenrikAbel. Atle Selberg�s admiration for Abel washighlighted by Jens Erik Fenstad at theopening ceremony, when he quoted froma

letter written by Selberg on 5 January2002:I started to study [the collected works of Abel]in middle school when I was 13-14 years old.Nothing made a stronger impression on me thannumber 27 in the list of his papers[Démonstration d�une propriété générale d�unecertaine classe de fonctions transcendantes]. Ithas always seemd like pure magic to me. NeitherGauss nor Riemann (nor anybody else) has any-thing that can measure up to this.Along with Henrik Ibsen and EdvardMunch, Abel is one of the national icons ofNorway. To underline this, the organisingcommittee of the Conference selected asthe Bicentennial Anniversary prize a firstedition of Ibsen�s play Hedda Gabler, anoriginal etching by Edvard Munch, and areproduction of the manuscript of Abel�sfamous Paris Memoir from Abel�s ParisianManuscript, published in Florence in 2002.
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At the Abel Bicentennial Conference a majorevent took place for the international mathemati-cal community � the launch of the Abel Prize � tobe awarded annually by the Norwegian Academyof Science and Letters, starting in 2003. Thelaunch of the prize took place on Thursday 6June, and the speeches included the followingcontributions by Per-Kristian Foss (Minister ofFinance), Rolf Jeltsch (EMS president), and LarsWalløe (President of the Norwegian Academy ofScience and Letters).Speech by Per-Kristian Foss,Minister of FinanceRepresentatives of the mathematical com-munity, Distinguished guests!It is a great pleasure for me to address theinternational mathematical community onthis occasion.The year 2002 is an important anniver-sary for the field of mathematics: the bicen-tennial of the birth of Niels Henrik Abel.The anniversary has already been duly cele-brated through a number of events in allparts of Norway. Mathematics has evenbecome part of our everyday lives through adaily Abel column in one of our major news-papers. This week�s Conference at the Universityof Oslo is of course one of highlights of thebicentennial. The Conference presents anoverview of the mathematical heritage ofNiels Henrik Abel and identifies new math-ematical trends for the next century.I am pleased and honoured that so manyrepresentatives of the mathematical com-munity have come to Oslo to take part inthis event. I can think of no better occasionto present the Niels Henrik Abel MemorialPrize in mathematics.My colleague Mrs Clemet, Minister ofEducation and Research, would have want-ed to address you today, but could not sinceshe was called to Parliament. I know shewould have wanted to emphasise her dedi-cation to the advancement of science, andto the promotion of scientific excellence.She sends her warm regards to all Abelenthusiasts � and hopes to see you nextyear.
The history of the Abel Prize As you may know, the question of having anaward in mathematics similar to the NobelPrize is a century-old one. At the centennialJubilee in 1902, Abel had already reachedthe position of national symbol and scinetif-ic hero. The celebration committee had twomajor suggestions: One was to raise a staueof Abel. The other idea was to establish a

scientific prize in his name. Only the statuewas realized. The chairman of the celebra-tion committee, Mr. Fridtjof Nansen,deeply regretted that the prize had to beabandoned. One of his letters ends as fol-lows:� unfortunately we have only one Abel; theopportunity will not come again for 100 years.Nansen was right. The second part of thestory started in the year 2000. The new Abelbiography (Called too soon by flames afar)brought new life to the idea of the Abelprize. This time the idea resulted in a letterto the Ministry of Education and Research,proposing the establishment of a state fundto finance a scientific prize in the name ofAbel.The proposal was backed by numerousdeclarations of support by Norwegian scien-tists, from the international mathematicalcommunity and from several leading politi-cians.With the establishment of the NielsHenrik Abel Memorial Fund in January2002 a long process was finally brought to asuccessful end!
The main objectives of the Prize The main object of establishing the Prize isto honour outstanding scientific work in thefield of mathematics. Mathematics has beenvital to the development of civilisation.From ancient to modern times it has beenfundamental to advances in science, engi-neering and philosophy. And the applica-tion of mathematics in other fields of sci-ence keeps expanding.I therefore believe that there is every rea-son to introduce an annual prize in mathe-matics, corresponding to the Nobel Prizesin other areas.Another important objective is to raisethe status of mathematics in society. Aboveall we need to stimulate the interest of chil-dren and young people. The lack of interestin mathematics and the natural sciences is aproblem in many countries. Consideringthe importance of mathematics to virtuallyall sectors of society, this is a trend weshould all try to reverse. I truly believe theAbel Prize may contribute to this end.Finally, the prize aims to commemorateNorway�s most eminent scientist ever. Abeldied in 1829, at only 26 years of age. Hisshort life and tragic death have given birthto a number of myths around his person.Some have characterised him as the Mozartof science. Others have even called him �theJames Dean of mathematics�.But there was nothing glamorous aboutthe life and career of Niels Henrik Abel. He

had to rely on short-term loans and schol-arships. And his well-deserved professor-ship in Berlin was not announced until rightafter his death.Norway at the time of Abel was a youngnation with a small scientific community.The heritage of Abel has been of tremen-dous importance for future generations.Abel gave our nation scientific traditionsand self-confidence. And he formulatednew questions that mathematicians are stilladdressing today.The establishment of the Abel Prize is away of saying that we are depply indebted tothe work of Niels Henrik Abel. It is some-what ironic that Abel died with an unsettledpersonal loan in the central bank ofNorway. Now, two centuries later, we haveestablished a fund in his name in the verysame bank. (And if Abel�s personal loan stillhas not been settled, I shall personally seeto it that it is!)The Niels Henrik Abel Memorial Fundhas an initial capital of 200 millionNorwegain kroner (approximately 27 mil-lion euro). The annual return on this capi-tal shall be used for three main purposes:� the award to the Abel laureate, similar tothe Nobel Prize in monetary value� a ceremony in conjunction with the pre-sentation of the prize� and events targeting children and youngpeople.
Procedures for the Abel Prize The Abel Prize will be awarded by theNorwegian Academy of Science and Letterson an annual basis, starting from the year2003.The Academy will appoint an Abel Boardwhich will be responsible for organisingevents in conjunction with the presentationof the Prize and for achieving the othersobjects of the Prize.In addition the Academy will appoint anAbel Committee. The Abel Committee willconsist of five outstanding research scien-tists in the field of mathematics. TheCommittee will be responsible for nominat-ing prize candidates and submitting a rec-ommendation to the Norwegian Academy.Both Norwegian and non-Norwegian citi-zens may be members of the committee.
Concluding remarks At the beginning of the last century (in1900), the mathematician David Hilbertconcluded his famous speech to theInternational Congress of Mathematiciansby expressing the following wish:�May the 20th century bring mathematicsgifted masters and many enthusiastic disci-ples.�Today, at the beginning of a new century,Hilbert�s wish deserves to be repeated. Theneed for mathematical competence is infact greater than ever.Our hope is that the Abel Prize will be aninspiration to scientists and students in allparts of the world, and thereby stimulatenew gifted masters and enthusiastic disci-ples.I thank you for your attention, and welook forward to welcoming you back for thefirst Abel award ceremony in 2003.
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Speech by Rolf Jeltsch (EMS President) 
Esteemed Ministers, Dear Colleagues,Ladies and Gentlemen. The creation of the Abel Prize by theNorwegian Government is a major eventfor the Mathematics Community world-wide. Since the Abel Prize is comparablewith the Nobel Prizes and will be awardedannually, it will enhance the visibility ofMathematics and heighten the esteem inwhich Mathematics is held. Let me say that I am speaking here bothas the President of the EuropeanMathematical Society (the EMS), whichreaches out from Iceland to Russia andfrom Norway in the north to Israel andSpain in the south, and also for the wholecommunity of mathematicians world-wide.I will not say much about Abel himself,since during this week many people whoare much more knowledgeable than I amhave explained the wealth of his work andthe impact that it has on research eventoday. However I would like to quote fromthe letter that the EMS wrote in support ofthe creation of the Abel Prize:Abel died at 26, of tuberculosis, one of themost tragic early deaths in the history of mathe-matics. Like the very greatest scientists, his ideashave so permeated mathematics that one is nolonger aware where they come from. In his short life, he revolutionised the theory ofequations, complex analysis, number theory andalgebraic geometry. One extraordinary result heproved was the impossibility of solving polyno-mial equations of degree greater than four. Thiscame out of his study of groups of symmetries ofthe roots of a polynomial. Group theory, one ofthe central themes of modern mathematics, grewin part from this work. He is also responsible for the deepest work onalgebraic integrals of the nineteenth century.Abel�s theorem, describing when two sets ofpoints on a Riemann surface are respectively thezeros and poles of a meromorphic function, interms of integrals, is one of the basic results ofalgebraic geometry. One could not do algebraicgeometry without the notion of Abelian variety,which grew out of this work.I thank the Norwegian Government onbehalf of the world-wide community ofmathematicians for their courageous andgenerous gift. �Courageous�, because inmost countries it is unfashionable forpoliticians to put any emphasis on theimportance of mathematics; �generous�,because the fund provided consists of theincredible sum of 200 million NOK. Thiswill result in an annual Prize valued atapproximately 6 million NOK, or around800,000 euro. Our thanks go too to theNorwegian Academy of Science andLetters for undertaking the difficult task ofestablishing procedures for finding thebest recipients for the Abel Prize. I wouldalso like to thank all our Norwegian col-leagues who helped to bring the Abel Prizeinto existence. The EMS is of course proud that it hasbeen able to support the idea of the AbelPrize. The Abel Committee that will nominate

the prizewinner will have five members.We believe that it was wise to decide that itshould consist mainly of internationalmembers � this will heighten esteem forthe Prize. The EMS and IMU, the InternationalMathematical Union, have been asked topropose outstanding scientists in the fieldof mathematics for the Abel Committee. Iassure you that the EMS is extremelyhappy to participate in this process � weshall carry out this duty with great care andresponsibility. Already last Monday,Professor Lars Walløe (the President of theAcademy), Professor Erling Størmer(Norwegian National Committee of theIMU) and Professor Ragni Piene (repre-senting the mathematicians in theAcademy) met Professor Phillip Griffiths(Secretary of the IMU) and myself to dis-cuss the selection of the first AbelCommittee. I am extremely confident thatan excellent Committee will be found, sothat we shall have a worthy recipient of thePrize next year. The guidelines to the Prize state that�The Prize shall contribute towards raisingthe status of mathematics in society andstimulating the interest of children andyoung people in mathematics�. I can assurethe Norwegian Government that the EMSwill help in the promotion of the Prize andthe furtherance of the goals it was set upfor. We shall try to use it to motivate youngpeople to look into the beauty of mathe-matics. For instance, when I gave my lastlecture in Zurich before coming here, Itold my students that I would be giving thisspeech here, and that maybe one of themwould be an Abel prizewinner in 40 or 50years! It was said by Professor Jens ErikFenstad that one aim of the Prize is to raisethe name of Niels Henrik Abel to the levelof Henrik Ibsen and Edvard Munch.Clearly, considering Abel�s contribution tomathematics, he is on that level alreadyamong mathematicians. However it ismore difficult to bring great achievementsin Mathematics to public notice than it is inliterature and painting. The EMS is com-

mitted to achieving this goal using the Abelprize. Let me thank again the Norwegian peo-ple for holding their hero Niels HenrikAbel in such high esteem and donating tothe world the Abel Prize. Speech by Lars Walløe President of the NorwegianAcademy of Science andLettersMinisters, mathematicians and guests,On behalf of the Norwegian Academy ofScience and Letters, I would like to thankthe National Government for its generoussupport of the mathematical sciences, andfor the confidence shown in appointing theAcademy as responsible for the adminis-tration of the prize and the arrangements. I can assure you and the mathematicalcommunity that the Board of the Academyand its administration will work hard tolive up to their expectations. In thisprocess we shall of course rely heavily onadvice from the group of mathematiciansin our academy and also on advice fromthe two most relevant international bodies:the International Mathematical Union andthe European Mathematical Society.I can inform you that the Board of theAcademy plans to appoint the Abel Board(responsible for the local arrangements) inthe near future, and the Abel Committee(responsible for selection of the prizewin-ners) in September. The Abel Committeewill be one Norwegian member and fournon-Norwegians, and we have asked theIMU and EMS to nominate candidates forthis Committee.The main target of the prize will ofcourse be pure mathematics, but we shallnot exclude original methodological con-tributions in the neighbouring scientificfields, such as logic, numerical mathemat-ics and statistics.The timing of the prize�s annual presen-tation will probably be at this time of theyear. The Academy therefore hopes to seesome of you back in Norway in about oneyear�s time.
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2002 MSJ Spring Prize
The 2002 Spring Prize of the Mathematical Society of Japan (MSJ) was awarded at theAnnual Meeting of the MSJ in Tokyo in March 2002.The Spring Prize is awarded each year to a mathematician who is not older than forty yearsold and who has made an outstanding contribution to mathematics.The 2002 Spring Prize was awarded to Yasuyuki Kawahigashi of Tokyo University for hisdistinguished contributions to the study on operator algebras.Yasuyuki Kawahigashi was born in Tokyo in 1962.  He received his B.Sc. degree in 1985 fromTokyo University, and his Ph.D. in 1989 from the University of California, Los Angeles,under the direction of M. Takesaki.  He also received a Doctor of Science degree in 1990from Tokyo University.  Kawahigashi�s main research interests are in operator algebras � inparticular, in subfactor theory.  His main contribution is the introduction of a new method,called the orbifold construction for subfactors.  This method constructs the subfactors corre-sponding to Coxeter graphs of type D, and gives a part of the complete classification of sub-factors with index less than 4, for example.  Kawahigashi worked with D.E. Evans to estab-lish the orbifold method for more general subfactors.As with the introduction of the Jones polynomials for knots, the study of factors deepensthe relationship between topology and mathematical physics.  By combining analytical andcombinatorial methods, Kawahigashi obtained relations between subfactors, topological fieldtheory, and topological invariants for 3-dimensional manifolds.  Recently, he has been inter-ested in the relationship between conformal field theory and subfactor theory, and has intro-duced a new setting for algebraic quantum field theory and clarified the meaning of themodular invariant partition functions from the subfactor viewpoint.In recognition and support of his contribution to the study of operator algebras, the MSJpresents the 2002 Spring Prize to Yasuyuki Kawahigashi.

Gauss PrizeNEW PRIZE IN SCIENCE PROMOTES MATHEMATICS AS A KEY TECHNOLOGYMathematics is an important and ancient discipline � no-one doubts that.  However, it seemsthat only the experts know that mathematics is a driving force behind many modern tech-nologies.  The Gauss Prize has been created to help the rest of the world realise this funda-mental fact.  The prize is to honour scientists whose mathematical research has had animpact outside mathematics � either in technology, in business, or simply in people�s every-day lives.The Gauss Prize is awarded jointly by the Deutsche Mathematiker-Vereinigung  (DMV =German Mathematical Union) and the International Mathematical Union (IMU), and adminis-tered by the DMV.  The prize consists of a medal and a monetary award (currently valued at10000 euro).  The source of the prize is the surplus from the International Congress ofMathematicians (ICM�98) held in Berlin.  The official announcement of the establishment of the prize took place on 30 April, the225th anniversary of the birth of Carl Friedrich Gauss, after whom the award is named.  Theprize is to be awarded every four years, at the International Congress of Mathematicians, with thefirst award to be presented at the Congress in 2006.  The laureates will be chosen by a juryselected by the IMU.Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855) was one of the greatest mathematicians of all time.  Hecombined scientific theory and practice like no other before him, or since, and even as ayoung man Gauss made extraordinary contributions to mathematics.  His Disquisitiones arith-meticae, published in 1801, stands to this day as a true masterpiece of scientific investigation.In the same year, Gauss gained fame in wider circles for his prediction, using very few obser-vations, of when and where the asteroid Ceres would next appear.  The method of leastsquares, developed by Gauss as an aid in his mapping of the state of Hannover, is still anindispensable tool for analysing data.  His sextant is pictured on the last series of German 10-Mark notes, honouring his considerable contributions to surveying; there, one also finds abell curve, which is the graphical representation of the Gaussian normal distribution in prob-ability.  Together with Wilhelm Weber, Gauss invented the first electric telegraph.  In recog-nition of his contributions to the theory of electromagnetism, the international unit of mag-netic induction is the gauss.  The IMU has been awarding the  Fields Medals � generally considered as the �Nobel Prizefor mathematics� � for fundamental contributions to mathematics since 1936, and theNevanlinna Prize for outstanding work in the fields of theoretical computer science since1982.  The Nevanlinna Prize and up to four Fields Medals are awarded every four years atthe opening of ceremony of the International Congress of Mathematicians.  The Gauss Prizewill be awarded in the same manner.With the Gauss Prize, the IMU is broadening the range of its awards, now including theinfluence of mathematics to other disciplines.  The award ceremony will include an overviewof the achievements of the prize-winner.  The presentation of the mathematical work will beaddressed to the general public as well as journalists, so that all may appreciate the impor-tance of mathematics for everyday life.The statutes of the Gauss Prize can be found at: http://www.mathematik.uni-bielefeld.de/DMV/Gauss/

InternationalMathematicalUnion endorses�Best Practices� inElectronic ScholarlyPublishing
The Executive of the InternationalMathematical Union has endorsed abroad ranging set of recommendationson Electronic InformationCommunication.  These recommenda-tions, written by its Committee onElectronic Information andCommunication (CEIC, www.ceic.math.ca), suggest ways in which mathemati-cians, librarians and publishers can helpshape the future of scholarly communica-tion.  The common principle used to for-mulate recommendations is that thosewho write, disseminate and store mathe-matical literature should act in ways thatserve the interests of mathematics, firstand foremost.The 15 �best practices� touch onalmost every area of scholarly electronicpublication, and include such things as:� suggestions to authors to version theirelectronic preprints, to post them onpublicly available servers, and tobecome knowledgeable about copy-right; � advice to librarians to make decisionsbased on journal price and policy, tobe alert to the distinction betweenposted and refereed papers, and touse web statistics with care;� encouragement to publishers to pro-vide key journal information (abstractsand reference lists) without subscrip-tion, to make entire articles similarlyavailable after a suitable period oftime, and to archive material in for-mats that have open standards.
While the recommendations are aimed atthe mathematical community, almost allapply to other scholarly disciplines aswell. The advice is meant to ease the transi-tion in scholarly communication both forpresent scholars and for future genera-tions.The 15 specific recommendations willbe updated in the future, and moredetailed information will be added foreach. The full text is available atwww.ceic.math.ca/Best-Practices.pdf orwww.cms.math.ca/bulletins/Best-Practices.pdf   Contacts: Martin Grötschel [math-net@zib.de], Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum,Takustr. 7, D-14195 Berlin, Germany;Jonathan Borwein [jborwein@cecm.sfu.ca],Centre for Experimental and ConstructiveMathematics, Simon Fraser University,Burnaby BC V5A1S6, Canada.



Of all the great mathematicians whosecareers straddled the French Revolution,Adrien-Marie Legendre, whose 250thanniversary falls this year, has become theleast well known. Unlike Laplace orLagrange, he has no collected edition of hisworks (although rumours circulate thatsomething could be done). His achieve-ments are sometimes forgotten, and some-times held under a cloud. He invented themethod of least squares but after Gauss. Heattempted to prove the parallel postulate �unsuccessfully, of course, even foolishly. Heoffered a proof of the theorem of quadraticreciprocity vitiated by a vicious circle. Heknew a lot about elliptic integrals, but missedthe prize, and the whole topic of ellipticfunctions was discovered by Abel and Jacobiinstead. Yet other mathematicians makemistakes, and even the best see their bestresults pass into general theories as �mere�special cases. What was once difficult to dis-cover becomes, in the end, something nottoo difficult to learn. Legendre�s fate is nodifferent from many a major mathemati-cian�s, but has been spun rather differently,and perhaps unfairly.Legendre was born in Paris on 18September 1752. He was well educated atthe Collège Mazarin, and a modest amountof family money allowed him to devote him-self mostly to research. He came to thenotice of the scientific community at the ageof 30, when he won the prize of the BerlinAcademy for an essay on ballistics. Hiscareer then prospered until the FrenchRevolution wiped out his private income,and he was forced into the risky business offorging a scientific livelihood. It was to be the educational changes initi-ated by the Revolution that saved him.These brought into being what eventuallybecame the École Polytechnique and theÉcole Normale Supérieure, and in theirwake an immense demand for books to bestudied by would-be entrants to Frenchhigher education. Moreover, the new systemset much more store by mathematics thanscience, seeing in it the universal educationof the citizen. Legendre published the firstedition of his Éléments de Géométrie for thisaudience in 1794, and in its numerous sub-sequent editions it became the dominantFrench textbook for this market throughoutthe nineteenth century (the 21st editioncame out in 1876). Legendre took theopportunity to move the presentation ofgeometry back towards its Euclidean roots,and away from the more intuitive style of hispredecessor, Clairaut. This led him directly

into his unfortunate encounter with the par-allel postulate. Legendre naturally believedthat the parallel postulate was true, but find-ing it unpalatable to do what Euclid haddone, which was to assume it, he soughtinstead to prove it. Inevitably, his proofs allfailed, and various editions carry variousunsuccessful attempts.In 1798 Legendre published the first edi-tion of his Essai sur la Théorie des Nombres.This was expanded in the second edition(1808) and again in the third edition of1830, which came out in two volumes.Legendre began his account with themethod of continued fractions, and thendealt with the theory of quadratic forms. Heobtained significant new results in the theo-ry of ternary quadratic forms. He showed,for example, that every odd number of theform 8n + 7 is a sum of three squares. Hehad offered a fallacious proof of the theoremof quadratic reciprocity in a paper publishedin 1785, but this had been criticised by Gaussin the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae, andLegendre adopted Gauss�s proof in the bookof 1808. The 1785 attempt had containedthe claim that every arithmetic progressionan + b, where a and b are relatively prime,has infinitely many primes. This was, ofcourse, not to be proved rigorously untilDirichlet found a proof in 1837. Legendre had a more painful run-in withGauss the next year, 1809, when Gauss pub-lished his Theoria motus corporum coelestium,for there Gauss claimed that the method ofleast squares, which Legendre had pub-lished as his own in his Nouvelles méthodespour la détermination des orbites des comètes in1806, was his own discovery. The evidencedoes seem to be that Gauss was right, buttypically at the time one only had Gauss�sword for it, and the evidence was in unpub-lished material dating from 1799. Legendrewas never convinced of Gauss�s priority inthe matter, and this contributed to his stoutdefence of Jacobi�s originality in 1827, whenhe learned that Gauss was claiming to knowmuch of what Jacobi had recently discoveredabout elliptic integrals (Gauss was again cor-rect, and again referring to unpublishedwork).The topic of elliptic integrals was the onenearest to Legendre�s heart, the one hewrote most about, and the one where he sawhimself as a direct descendant of Euler,whose picture he placed at the front of thefirst volume of his book Exercises de calculintégral (3 vols., 1811-17). His interest in the

topic came after the work of Euler, Fagnanoand others, and did much more than keep italive until it was transformed by Abel andJacobi. It can be seen as a spirited attempt toenlarge the domain of elementary functionsby creating a new theory of the functionsdefined by elliptic integrals, the theory ofcomplete elliptic integrals as functions of themodulus, as well as the theory of Eulerianbeta functions. It contains the nowadaysfamiliar reduction of elliptic integrals tothree canonical forms, and not only does itdescribe the differential equations that thecomplete elliptic integrals satisfy, and givepower series expansions for them, it showshow tables of values are to be computed forthem and goes on to compute the tables. Italso shows at considerable length how thesefunctions solve problems in mechanics. Among the applied problems that leadnaturally to a formulation in terms of ellipticintegrals are, Legendre showed in hisExercises [1817], the rotation of a solid abouta fixed point; the motion either in plane orspace of a body attracted to two fixed bodies;and the attraction due to an homogeneousellipsoid. In his Traité [1827] he added fourmore examples: motion under centralforces, the surface area of oblique cones, thesurface area of ellipsoids, and the problemof determining geodesics on an ellipsoid.Rather than see all this work as a monumen-tal failure to discover elliptic function theo-ry, it might be more accurate to see it as thecreation of a new theory of real functionsgoing all the way from an abstract delin-eation of the topic to its applications.Indeed, it might well be that the very rich-ness and applicability of the subjectobscured the topic we see as central, that ofelliptic functions. The functions defined (bythe upper end-points of) elliptic integralsare analogous to the arc-sine function, andshare its problems. But the inversion thatleads to elliptic functions requires that thefunctions be treated as functions of a com-plex variable, a considerable extra step totake, and one that leads away from applica-tions. Ironically, of all the major mathemati-cians of the period, it was Legendre wholeant most support to the more minor fig-ures, such as the Français brothers, whenthey filled up the pages of Gergonne�sAnnales with papers on the nature of com-plex numbers.Still, Legendre was very generous in hisresponse to the work of Jacobi, who cultivat-ed him assiduously in letters, and Abel, withwhom he corresponded more briefly. Hepushed for them to receive the prize of theAcadémie des Sciences for their work in1830, by which time Abel had died, and inthis way gave his own cherished subject anew lease of life in a form which he surelysaw wholly subsumed his own achievements.Abel had met Legendre in Paris in 1826,and described him then (with all the confi-dence of youth) as hoary with age and as �oldas the stones�, but Legendre outlived himand died on 9 January 1833 after a painfulillness.Jeremy Gray [j.j.gray@open.ac.uk] is at theCentre for the History of the MathematicalSciences, Open University, Milton Keynes MK76AA, UK.

AAdrien-drien-MarieMarieLegendrLegendree(1752-1833)JEREMY GRAY
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One of the most enduring of English mathe-matics textbooks of the twentieth century isWhittaker and Watson�s textbook on the the-ory of functions of a complex variable,Modern Analysis � or, to give it its full title, ACourse of Modern Analysis: An Introduction to theGeneral Theory of Infinite Series and of AnalyticFunctions; With an Account of the PrincipalTranscendental Functions. But Modern Analysis did not start out as ajoint enterprise: it began life in 1902 underthe sole authorship of Edmund TaylorWhittaker (1873-1956), then a lecturer at theUniversity of Cambridge. It was not untilsome years later that Whittaker joined forceswith his former student (George) NevilleWatson (1886-1965), and in 1915 a newrevised and enlarged edition was published.The book has since been through two furthereditions, 1920 and 1927, and numerousreprintings, the latest as recently as 1996. Formany years it was virtually the only book inEnglish to give an introductory account of themethods and processes of analysis and of thespecial functions used in mathematicalphysics. Indeed, such was the paucity of bookson the latter that at the time of Whittaker�sdeath, more than 50 years after the first edi-tion was published, the book�s discussion oftranscendental functions was considered tobe �the only collective account in any lan-guage of the ground covered�1. That is not tosay that specialised accounts of some of theindividual functions did not exist by that time� Watson�s own treatise on Bessel Functions(1922) provides a good example � but therewas nothing else by way of a general intro-duction to the subject. The book originated, as so many textbooksdo, out of a lecture course. In 1896 Whittaker,who had graduated Second wrangler in themathematical tripos the previous year, waselected to a fellowship of Trinity College,Cambridge, and upon his election he imme-diately began to lecture. Amongst the courseshe gave was one on analysis, or complex func-tion theory, and it was completely new: no-one before him had introduced anything likeit into tripos mathematics. Although A. R.Forsyth�s Theory of Functions had been pub-lished in 1895, Forsyth lectured on it only topostgraduates, and the reality was that thegeneral theory of functions as developed byCauchy, Weierstrass, etc. was barely known inBritain at the time. Indeed, when Whittakerhimself was an undergraduate, such was thenovelty of the subject that he used to hearCambridge mathematicians speaking of�Cocky�s� theorem! 

Many distinguished mathematicians cuttheir teeth on Whittaker�s course, and his stu-dents included such luminaries as G. H.Hardy and J. E. Littlewood, as well as A.S.Eddington, J. H. Jeans, H. W. Turnbull andG. N. Watson. According to Turnbull,Whittaker �began [his course], as always as faras I know, by introducing broad generalideas, here integration of rational functions,then connection with algebraic curves, withunicursal curves in particular, and leadingsteadily by pleasant advances to complexintegration and the theory of residues. Thencame differential equations��2. Since the stu-dents had no texts to consult, it was naturalthat Whittaker himself should fill the gap,and when Modern Analysis was published itbecame the textbook for the course andrapidly made a name for itself. Much of thecredit for getting the book to the publisherswas due to Whittaker�s wife. Not mathemati-cally trained (and only very recently mar-ried!), she familiarised herself with the intri-cacies of mathematical symbolism in order totranscribe a fair copy for the press. AndWhittaker�s wife was not the only member ofhis family to get involved with the book. Inthe preface to the fourth edition, E.T.Copson (1901-80), Whittaker�s son-in-law,was thanked for the trouble he had taken tosupply the authors with a �somewhat lengthy�list of errors and misprints. In 1906 Whittaker left Cambridge to takeup the chair of astronomy in the University ofDublin, a post which carried with it the title ofRoyal Astronomer of Ireland. The move toastronomy was not as surprising as it mightseem. Whittaker had a consuming interest inthe development of mathematical physics,and while at Cambridge he had lectured ongeometrical optics, electricity and magnet-ism, analytical dynamics, the three-bodyproblem, and astronomy. Nevertheless, as hehimself recognised, his own talents lay not indeveloping these subjects but in producingthe sort of mathematics that was needed fortheir development. In 1912 he succeededGeorge Chrystal (1851-1911) as professor ofmathematics at the University of Edinburghand he retained the position until he retiredin 1946. Watson�s career followed a not dissimilartrajectory to that of Whittaker. A scholar toTrinity, in 1907 he graduated as Senior wran-gler and in 1910 became a Fellow of TrinityCollege. In 1914 he moved to UniversityCollege London (UCL), where he remaineduntil 1918. During the War he worked in KarlPearson�s computing laboratory at UCL,

although it seems that Pearson did not findWatson�s manner altogether agreeable3. In1918 Watson became professor of mathemat-ics at Birmingham University, and stayed atBirmingham until 1951 when he retired.Thus the paths of Whittaker and Watsoncrossed at Cambridge for only a couple ofyears, while Whittaker was a junior Fellowand Watson was an undergraduate. Andalthough Whittaker�s course must have madean impression upon him, it seems that, ini-tially at least, Watson was more influenced byanother lecturer with an interest in complexvariable theory, E.W. Barnes (1874-1953).The topics of Watson�s early research, finitedifference equations, hypergeometric func-tions, asymptotic expansions, all formed partof Barnes� canon. Of Watson�s early work,only his very first paper, �On the general solu-tion of Laplace�s equation in n dimensions�(1906), had any direct connection with theresearch of Whittaker. Nevertheless, duringthe early years of the twentieth century,Whittaker was responsible for much of theadvance in complex function theory research,so it is not surprising that Watson was drawnto him. The two became good friends and itwas not long before Watson offered to sharein the preparation of a second edition ofWhittaker�s book. As can be seen from the Table, the secondedition held the same shape as the original,but it contained substantial additions. Watsonwas responsible for the inclusion of new chap-ters on Riemann integration, integral equa-tions and the Riemann zeta function. For thethird edition a further chapter on �EllipsoidalHarmonics and Lamé�s Equations� wasadded. Other additions and improvements tothe second and subsequent editions includereferences to primary sources at the end ofeach chapter, an appendix on the elementarytranscendental functions, a list of authorsquoted, and a much improved index � addedto which the existing chapters were also large-ly rewritten, with the extent of the rewritingbeing apparent from the very first page. Thenew edition not only provided a more com-prehensive survey of the subject � it wasalmost 50% longer than the original � but thetreatment was altogether more rigorous andthe style more formal. However, the freshlook was initially not to everyone�s taste. Itseems that some mathematicians, althoughby no means all, continued to prefer the orig-inal edition with its rather freer style andmotivation towards more general results.Nevertheless, the new edition was popularand, in particular, the second part of the 
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book, in which the authors defined the spe-cial functions by contour integrals rather thanby differential equations, was found to be veryuseful. And it really came into its own in 1925and 1926 when wave mechanics was beingdeveloped and solutions to the Schrödingerwave equation were being sought for variousspecial problems.One of the most prominent features of thebook is its attention to the historical record.To find a route through the genesis anddevelopment of the subject, you have only tolook at the footnotes and the list of referencesgiven at the end of each chapter. The refer-ences also provide a guide to the extent towhich, in the second and later editions,Whittaker�s and Watson�s own originalresearch formed the basis for topics in thesecond half of the book. For example, thechapter on the confluent hypergeometric func-tion, which first appeared in the second edi-tion, grew out of a paper published byWhittaker in 1903 in which he had shownthat this function was the general case of sev-eral other special functions previously intro-duced by various authors4. (That the LondonMathematical Society rejected the paper,

later considered to be �the most fruitful gen-eralisation of the theory of special functionsof the past century�5, so that it was publishedin America, gives an indication of the gener-al state of knowledge on the subject in Britainat the time.) The same chapter also containsa discussion of the parabolic cylinder functions, atopic that Whittaker also first addressed in apaper of 19036, and one that Watson consid-ered in papers of 1910 and 19197. The sub-ject of another chapter, Mathieu Functions, wasoriginally dealt with by Whittaker in a paperpresented at the International Congress ofMathematicians in Cambridge in 1912, onwhich occasion he took the opportunity toname the functions in honour of their discov-erer8. And, of course, Watson�s work on Besselfunctions, which culminated in his epony-mous treatise on the subject, informed thechapter of the same name in the book. During the 1950s Watson felt that much ofthe book had become outdated, and in hisretirement he set to work on an extensiverevision of the entire text. But the project wasnever finished. By the time of his death hehad mapped out the contents of fifteen chap-ters, numbering the first five: I Introduction,

II Natural Numbers, III Fractions andIntegers, IV Real numbers (including irra-tional numbers), and V Complex numbersand higher complex numbers. The remain-ing chapters cover a diversity of topics such asinterpolation, Jordan�s and Cauchy�s theo-rems, inequalities, cyclotomy, etc. The manu-script, which is in the archives at BirminghamUniversity, is too sketchy to publish, but it isnotable for the completeness of the historicalfootnotes, which reveal the extraordinarydepth of Watson�s knowledge of his mathe-matical heritage. It appears that Watson hadplanned to rewrite the entire book himself,with the exception of a chapter on automor-phic functions which he had marked out forWhittaker to write.Given their shared interests and the natureof their joint enterprise, one might haveexpected Watson to have made several tripsto Scotland to visit Whittaker. But in fact heonly made two trips north of the border, oncein July 1914 to attend the NapierTercentenary Congress, and once in June1939 to receive his honorary LL.D fromEdinburgh University. Apparently Watsonused to say that he feared making a third visitas �each of his two previous visits had precip-itated a major European catastrophe�9. Today, Modern Analysis is more useful as abook of reference than as a course text.However, as the author of this article will tes-tify, anyone who requires an introduction tothe topics it contains, or who has an interestin the history of the development of analysis,will find it an invaluable repository of infor-mation.June Barrow-Green [j.e.barrow-green@open.ac.uk] is at the Centre for the History of theMathematical Sciences, Open University, MiltonKeynes MK7 6AA, UK. 
1 W.H. McCrea �Edmund Taylor Whittaker� Journal of theLondon Mathematical Society 32 (1957), 234-256, p.244.2 W.H. McCrea �Edmund Taylor Whittaker� Journal of theLondon Mathematical Society 32 (1957), 234-256, p.235.3 On 20 February 1917 A.V. Hill wrote to K. Pearson, �Idid not know that the War had not made him [Watson]more humble and human than he used to be, but fromwhat you say it obviously has not. When one sees peoplehere like Richmond and Bennett giving up their wholetime with the utmost goodwill to what is often sheerdrudgery and your people, and countless other peopledoing the same, one can only marvel at a man whothinks himself above such things.� Pearson Papers,University College London. 4 E.T. Whittaker �An expression of certain known func-tions as generalised hypergeometric functions� Bulletinof the American Mathematical Society 10 (1903), 125-134.5 J.M. Whittaker �George Neville Watson� BiographicalMemoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society 12 (196?) pp.521-530.6 E.T. Whittaker �On the functions associated with theparabolic cylinder in harmonic analysis� Proceedings ofthe London Mathematical Society 35 (1903), 417-427.7 G.N. Watson �The harmonic functions associated withthe parabolic cylinder� Proceedings of the LondonMathematical Society 8 (1910), 393-421; 17 (1919), 116-148.8 E.T. Whittaker �On the functions associated with theelliptic cylinder in harmonic analysis� Proceedings of the5th International Congress of Mathematicians I (1912), 366-371.9 R.A. Rankin �George Neville Watson� Journal of theLondon Mathematical Society 41 (1966), 551-565.The first two columns contain the Chapter headings for the first and second editions; the third column indi-cates the additions and/or changes to the Chapter headings between the second and fourth editions.
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The 2002 Fields Medals and the 2002Nevanlinna Prize were awarded in Beijing,China, on Tuesday 20 August at the InternationalCongress of Mathematicians (ICM).  The FieldsMedal is the world�s highest award for achievementin mathematics.  The Nevanlinna Prize is amongthe most prestigious international awards forachievement in theoretical computer science.  Themedals are presented at the International Congressof Mathematicians (ICM), held every four years atdifferent locations around the world.  Althoughthere is no formal age limit for recipients, the FieldsMedals have traditionally been presented to math-ematicians not older than 40 years of age, as anencouragement for future achievement.  Themedals are awarded by the InternationalMathematical Union, on the advice of a selectioncommittee of top mathematicians from around theworld.The 2002 Fields Medallists are:LAURENT LAFFORGUE, Institut desHautes Etudes Scientifiques, Bures-sur-Yvette, France: he is recognised for making amajor advance in the LanglandsProgramme, thereby providing new connec-tions between number theory and analysis.VLADIMIR VOEVODSKY, Institute forAdvanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey,USA: he is recognised for developing newcohomology theories for algebraic varieties,thereby providing new insights into numbertheory and algebraic geometry.The 2002 Nevanlinna Prizewinner is:MADHU SUDAN, Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, Cambridge, Massachusetts,USA: he is recognised for contributions toprobabilistically checkable proofs, to non-approximability of optimisation problems,and to error-correcting codes.
LAURENT LAFFORGUE: FIELDS MEDAL

Laurent Lafforgue has made an enormousadvance in the so-called LanglandsProgramme by proving the global Langlandscorrespondence for function fields.  His work

is characterised by formidable technicalpower, deep insight, and a tenacious, system-atic approach.The Langlands Programme, formulatedby Robert P. Langlands for the first time in afamous letter to André Weil in 1967, is a setof far-reaching conjectures that make precisepredictions about how certain disparate areasof mathematics might be connected.  Theinfluence of the Langlands Programme hasgrown over the years, with each new advancehailed as an important achievement.One of the most spectacular confirmationsof the Langlands Programme came in the1990s, when Andrew Wiles�s proof ofFermat�s Last Theorem, together with workby others, led to the solution of theTaniyama-Shimura-Weil Conjecture.  Thisconjecture states that elliptic curves, whichare geometric objects with deep arithmeticproperties, have a close relationship to mod-ular forms, which are highly periodic func-tions that originally emerged in a completelydifferent context in mathematical analysis.The Langlands Programme proposes a webof such relationships connecting Galois rep-resentations, which arise in number theory,and automorphic forms, which arise in analy-sis.The roots of the Langlands programmeare found in one of the deepest results innumber theory, the law of quadratic reci-procity, which goes back to the time ofFermat in the 17th century and was firstproved by Carl Friedrich Gauss in 1801.  Animportant question that often arises in num-ber theory is whether, upon dividing twoprime numbers, the remainder is a perfectsquare.  The law of quadratic reciprocityreveals a remarkable connection between twoseemingly unrelated questions involvingprime numbers p and q: �is the remainder ofp divided by q a perfect square?� and �is theremainder of q divided by p a perfect square?�Despite many proofs of this law (Gauss him-self produced six different proofs), it remainsone of the most mysterious facts in numbertheory.  Other reciprocity laws that apply inmore general situations were discovered byTeiji Takagi and by Emil Artin in the 1920s.One of the original motivations behind theLanglands Programme was to provide acomplete understanding of reciprocity lawsthat apply in even more general situations.The global Langlands correspondenceproved by Lafforgue provides this completeunderstanding in the setting, not of the ordi-nary numbers, but of more abstract objectscalled function fields.  One can think of afunction field as consisting of quotients ofpolynomials; these quotients can be added,subtracted, multiplied, and divided just likethe rational numbers.  Lafforgue established,for any given function field, a precise linkbetween the representations of its Galois

groups and the automorphic forms associat-ed with the field.  He built on work of 1990Fields Medallist Vladimir Drinfeld, whoproved a special case of the Langlands corre-spondence in the 1970s.  Lafforgue was thefirst to see how Drinfeld�s work could beexpanded to provide a complete picture ofthe Langlands correspondence in the func-tion field case.In the course of this work, Lafforgueinvented a new geometric construction thatmay prove to be important in the future.The influence of these developments is beingfelt across all of mathematics.Laurent Lafforgue was born on 6November 1966 in Antony, France.  Hegraduated from the Ecole NormaleSupérieure in Paris (1986).  He became anattache de recherche of the Centre Nationalde la Recherche Scientifique (1990) andworked in the Arithmetic and AlgebraicGeometry team at the Université de Paris-Sud, where he received his doctorate (1994).In 2000 he was made a permanent professorof mathematics at the Institut des HautesEtudes Scientifiques in Bures-sur-Yvette,France.  About the work of Lafforgue: Dana Mackenzie, Fermat�s Last Theorem�sFirst Cousin, Science 287 (No. 5454), 4February 2000, pp. 792-3.
VLADIMIR VOEVODSKY: FIELDS MEDAL

Vladimir Voevodsky made one of the mostoutstanding advances in algebraic geometryin the past few decades by developing newcohomology theories for algebraic varieties.His work is characterised by an ability to han-dle highly abstract ideas with ease and flexi-bility and to deploy those ideas in solvingquite concrete mathematical problems.Voevodsky�s achievement has its roots inthe work of 1966 Fields Medallist AlexandreGrothendieck, a profound and originalmathematician who could perceive the deep 
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abstract structures that unite mathematics.Grothendieck realised that there should beobjects, which he called �motives�, that are atthe root of the unity between two branches ofmathematics, number theory and geometry.Grothendieck�s ideas have had widespreadinfluence in mathematics and providedinspiration for Voevodsky�s work.The notion of cohomology first arose intopology, which can be loosely described as�the science of shapes�.  Examples of shapesstudied are the sphere, the surface of adoughnut, and their higher-dimensionalanalogues.  Topology investigates funda-mental properties that do not change whensuch objects are deformed (but not torn).  Ona very basic level, cohomology theory pro-vides a way to cut a topological object intoeasier-to-understand pieces.  Cohomologygroups encode how the pieces fit together toform the object.  There are various ways ofmaking this precise, one of which is calledsingular cohomology.  Generalised cohomol-ogy theories extract data about properties oftopological objects and encode that informa-tion in the language of groups.  One of themost important of the generalised cohomol-ogy theories, topological K-theory, was devel-oped chiefly by another 1966 FieldsMedallist, Michael Atiyah.  One remarkableresult revealed a strong connection betweensingular cohomology and topological K-the-ory.In algebraic geometry, the main objects ofstudy are algebraic varieties, which are thecommon solution sets of polynomial equa-tions.  Algebraic varieties can be representedby geometric objects like curves or surfaces,but they are far more �rigid� than the mal-leable objects of topology, so the cohomolo-gy theories developed in the topological set-ting do not apply here.  For about forty years,mathematicians worked hard to developgood cohomology theories for algebraic vari-eties; the best understood of these was thealgebraic version of K-theory.  A majoradvance came when Voevodsky, building ona little-understood idea proposed by AndreiSuslin, created a theory of �motivic cohomol-ogy�.  In analogy with the topological setting,there is a strong connection between motiviccohomology and algebraic K-theory.  Inaddition, Voevodsky provided a frameworkfor describing many new cohomology theo-ries for algebraic varieties.  His work consti-tutes a major step toward fulfillingGrothendieck�s vision of the unity of mathe-matics.One consequence of Voevodsky�s work,and one of his most celebrated achievements,is the solution of the Milnor Conjecture,which for three decades was the main out-standing problem in algebraic K-theory.This result has striking consequences in sev-eral areas, including Galois cohomology,quadratic forms, and the cohomology ofcomplex algebraic varieties.  Voevodsky�swork may have a large impact on mathemat-ics in the future by allowing powerfulmachinery developed in topology to be usedfor investigating algebraic varieties.Vladimir Voevodsky was born on 4 June1966 in Russia.  He received his B.S. in math-ematics from Moscow State University (1989)and his Ph.D. in mathematics from Harvard

University (1992).  He held visiting positionsat the Institute for Advanced Study, HarvardUniversity, and the Max-Planck-Institut fürMathematik before joining the faculty ofNorthwestern University in 1996.  In 2002he was named a permanent professor in theSchool of Mathematics at the Institute forAdvanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey.About the work of Voevodsky: Allyn Jackson, The Motivation BehindMotivic Cohomology, What�s New in Math,American Mathematical Society web sitehttp://www.ams.org/new-in-math/mathnews/motivic.html
MADHU SUDAN: NEVANLINNA PRIZE

Madhu Sudan has made important contribu-tions to several areas of theoretical computerscience, including probabilistically checkableproofs, non-approximability of optimisationproblems, and error-correcting codes.  Hiswork is characterised by brilliant insights andwide-ranging interests.Sudan has been a main contributor to thedevelopment of the theory of probabilistical-ly checkable proofs.  Given a proof of a math-ematical statement, the theory provides a wayto recast the proof in a form where its funda-mental logic is encoded as a sequence of bitsthat can be stored in a computer.  A �verifier�can, by checking only some of the bits, deter-mine with high probability whether the proofis correct.   What is extremely surprising, andquite counter-intuitive, is that the number ofbits the verifier needs to examine can bemade extremely small.  The theory wasdeveloped in papers by Sudan, S. Arora, U.Feige, S. Goldwasser, C. Lund, L. Lovász, R.Motwani, S. Safra, and M. Szegedy: for thiswork, these authors jointly received the 2001Gödel Prize of the Association forComputing Machinery.Also together with other researchers,Sudan has made fundamental contributionsto understanding the non-approximability ofsolutions to certain problems.  This workconnects to the fundamental outstandingquestion in theoretical computer science:does P equal NP?  Roughly, P consists ofproblems that are �easy� to solve with currentcomputing methods, while NP is thought tocontain problems that are fundamentallyharder; the term �easy� has a technical mean-ing related to the efficiency of computeralgorithms for solving problems.  A funda-

mentally hard problem in NP has the prop-erty that a proposed solution is easilychecked but that no algorithm is known thatwill easily produce a solution from scratch.Some NP hard problems require finding anoptimal solution to a combinatorial problemsuch as the following: given a finite collectionof finite sets, what is the largest size of a sub-collection such that every two sets in the sub-collection are disjoint?  What Sudan and oth-ers showed is that, for many such problems,approximating an optimal solution is just ashard as finding an optimal solution.  Thisresult is closely related to the work on proba-bilistically checkable proofs.  Because theproblems in question are closely related tomany every-day problems in science andtechnology, this result is of immense practi-cal as well as theoretical significance.The third area in which Sudan madeimportant contributions is error-correctingcodes.  These codes play an enormous role insecuring the reliability and quality of allkinds of information transmission, frommusic recorded on CDs to communicationsover the Internet to satellite transmissions.In any communication channel, there is acertain amount of noise that can introduceerrors into the messages being sent.Redundancy is used to eliminate errors dueto noise by encoding the message into a larg-er message.  Provided the coded messagedoes not suffer too many errors in transmis-sion, the recipient can recover the originalmessage.  Redundancy adds to the cost oftransmitting messages, and the art and sci-ence of error-correcting codes is to balanceredundancy with efficiency.  A class of widelyused codes is the Reed-Solomon codes (andtheir variants), which were invented in the1960s.  For 40 years it was assumed that thecodes could correct only a certain number oferrors.  By creating a new decoding algo-rithm, Sudan demonstrated that the Reed-Solomon codes could correct many moreerrors than previously thought possible.Madhu Sudan was born on 12 September1966, in Madras (now Chennai), India.  Hereceived his B.Tech. degree in computer sci-ence from the Indian Institute of Technologyin New Delhi (1987) and his Ph.D. in com-puter science at the University of Californiaat Berkeley (1992).  He was a research staffmember at the IBM Thomas J. WatsonResearch Center in Yorktown Heights, NewYork (1992-7).  He is currently an associateprofessor in the Department of ElectricalEngineering and Computer Science at theMassachusetts Institute of Technology.About the work of Sudan: Arturo Sangalli, The easy way to check hardmaths, New Scientist (8 May 1993), 24-8.Sara Robinson, Coding theory meets theo-retical computer science, SIAM News 34 (10)(December 2001), 216-7,http://www.siam.org/siamnews/12-01/coding.pdf
FURTHER INFORMATION2002 International Congress of Mathe-maticians, Beijing, China:http://www.icm2002.org.cnInternational Mathematical Union:http://www.mathunion.orgFields Medals and Nevanlinna Prize:http://www.mathunion.org/medals/index.htmlEMS  September 2002 17



[This article is an English translation, byAngela Rast-Margerison, of �Frauen undMänner in der Mathematik� which appearedin DMV-Mitteilungen 2/2001. It is in twoparts: Part 1 appeared in the previous issue.]
Diploma versus StaatsexamenThe comparison between diploma gradu-ates and Staatsexamen graduates is onlypossible in our modern sample, becausethe diploma was not introduced until1942. Today students choose at the begin-ning of their courses of study whetherthey will study as diploma students orStaatsexamen students. The aims andcontents of the two courses of studies aredifferent.In our modern sample, the motivationfor study was quite different betweendiploma students and Staatsexamen stu-dents, independent of gender. Forinstance, Staatsexamen graduates ratedthe compatibility between work and pri-vate life as a more important reason, andrated the scientific interest in mathemat-ics as less important, for having chosenmathematics as study major than diplomagraduates.In retrospect, the Staatsexamen gradu-ates assessed their time at university morenegatively than the diploma graduates.They felt less well prepared for theirfuture work; they thought that they hadbeen less able to develop their scientificinterests; they rated the learning experi-ences during their studies more negative-ly; they were generally less interested inmathematical science, and they intendedmuch less frequently to obtain a doctoraldegree (9% compared to 30%) than the

diploma graduates. All these differencesare independent of gender.Work values also differ betweenStaatsexamen and diploma graduates.The figure shows how diploma andStaatsexamen graduates rate the impor-tance of five different work value areas:job-security and work environment- ori-ented values (such as job security andtrust among colleagues); intellectual/cre-ative values, (developing new ideas, beingcreative, working on difficult and chal-lenging issues); autonomy-oriented values(decision competence); prestige-orientedvalues (prestigious position, high salary)and guidance-oriented values (leadingand guiding others). These values wererated on 5-point scales ranging from�unimportant� (1) to �very important� (5).As the figure  shows, Staatsexamen grad-uates rate security-oriented values, auton-omy-oriented work values and especiallyguidance-oriented work values as moreimportant than diploma graduates,whereas diploma graduates have higherratings on intellectual-creative work val-ues and prestige-oriented values.
Women versus MenWomen more often study mathematics in orderto become schoolteachers (Staatsexamen),whereas men more often choose diploma studiesthat lead to career opportunities in other fields.In the historical sample, this hypothesiswas irrelevant, because at the beginningof the 20th century, both women and menstudied mathematics mainly to becomeschoolteachers: there were almost noother occupational fields for them at thattime.

The modern sample clearly confirmsthis hypothesis. For diploma graduatesthe percentage of women today is aboutone-quarter (1998: 26.4%), whereas forStaatsexamen graduates it is nearly two-thirds (59.3%). Contrary to popularstereotypes, women are interested inmathematics. However, their career plansare directed towards an occupation thatallows the combination of work and fami-ly, sometimes referred to as �soft careers�[3]. Such a soft career is more easily pos-sibly as a schoolteacher, because they canwork part-time and can also more easilycontinue their careers after a baby breakthan in other mathematical fields. Thesefindings replicate previous research wehave conducted with university graduates[4]. In that study we also found thatwomen are as interested in science asmen. However, if they choose mathemat-ics, physics or chemistry as their studymajor, they do it with the perspective ofbecoming a schoolteacher, whereas mendo it with the intention of pursuing othercareers. The probability is high that, inthe near future, there will be more womenthan men teaching mathematics at sec-ondary schools. How this change mightinfluence girls� and boys� interest devel-opment in mathematics is an importantquestion, but not one with which we candeal here.
At the time of exams and at the start of acareer, there are (despite popular stereotypes)hardly any differences between women andmen.Both the historical sample and themodern one show that there are no per-formance differences between men andwomen in grades achieved, in PhDspassed, or in the intention to pass a PhD.In the modern sample there were onlysmall differences in the topics the gradu-ates had worked on in their diploma the-ses or wanted to work on in their intend-ed PhD dissertations. (This is similar tothe results of a recent study we carriedout, analysing all mathematical disserta-tions defended in Germany from 1907 to1945.) Apart from a high similarity inperformance, there was also a similarityin the degree of self-confidenceexpressed by women and men in ourmodern sample. Self-confidence is, in itsturn, an important psychological deter-minant of career development [5].Finally, the modern data shows that themotivation to pursue a career is equal for 
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women and men: for example, womenand men with diplomas in mathematicshad the same number and types of pro-fessional goals (see [6]).This high degree of congruencebetween women and men can be tracedback to three influences: selection, socialisa-tion and age. Selection means that, as far asinterest in mathematics is concerned, thewomen and men in our sample form ahighly selected and homogeneous group:thus, there were no gender differences inthe answers given to questions concerningmathematics. Socialisation means that theparticipants have had similar experiencesby successfully completing a course ofstudies in mathematics. This commonexperience may also have led to similaranswers to questions on career decisions.Finally, age is important, because at theage of graduation a possible conflict thatmight arise in women between careerwishes and the wish to start a family is notyet acute. Women academics are current-ly over thirty years old when they havetheir first child, three years older than thewomen in our modern sample.We expect that in later studies with ourmodern sample the homogenising selec-tion effect will remain the same, while thehomogenising socialisation effect willweaken because our participants will havefollowed different career paths. The ageeffect will disappear because, up to a cer-tain age, combining career and family willbecome more important the older awoman becomes.The present marginal differences betweenmen and women at the time of their final examswill have bigger effects in the future.At the end of their time at university,the differences between women and menwho have studied mathematics are veryslight. It is possible, however, that theseslight differences will accumulate andeventually lead to more differences incareer development between female andmale mathematicians.Regarding our historical sample, thearchival records do not include state-ments on motivation, interests or inten-tions. However, the above-mentioned rea-sons for quitting jobs show clear genderdifferences. Men left for reasons of badhealth, or moved up the career ladder(college or university positions or jobs inindustry). Women left because they had tochoose between career and marriage/fam-ily. If women changed their jobs, thenthey did not move up, but rather left toteach at public schools. (There are a fewisolated examples of women continuingto work when they had children, wherethe husband was not employed in the civilservice: one such example was FriedaNugel-Hahn (1884-1966), the firstwomen to obtain a degree in mathematicsfrom the University of Halle, and motherof four [7].)In the modern sample we find a fewhints on slight gender differences, that allpoint into the same direction. Forinstance, in retrospect, women judgetheir time at university in a somewhatmore negative light than men. They rated

opportunities for interest developmentduring studies somewhat more negativelyand felt somewhat less well prepared fortheir occupational life than men. Womenwere less interested in �career goals� in anarrow sense, but were more interested inlearning goals and intrinsic aspects oftheir work than men (see [6]). This meansthat, on average, the women in our mod-ern sample were less career-oriented in astrict sense than the men. This could beone reason for different career paths inthe future (see [1, 2]). A further aspect is the higher willing-ness of the women to do �family work�. Inour modern sample, 63% women say theyare prepared to reduce their careerengagements if they have a child, whileonly 27% of the men say they would beprepared to do so. This effect � fewercareer-oriented women and a greater will-ingness to fulfil family obligations � is,not specific to mathematics, however, butapplies to students of all other subjects,too (see [1, 2]). With regard to an acade-mic career, women were slightly lessinterested than the men in �doing sci-ence�. When asked about future plans,they mentioned a dissertation slightly lessoften than men (women 23%, men 27%).However, once the decision was taken,there were no differences between menand women in motivation, reasons andthe plans for a dissertation.
Will there be more than 8% women intop mathematics positions in the year2015?We are optimistic that the number ofwomen professors of mathematics will risein the near future. Women who studymathematics have the potential � and hadit a hundred years ago � to pursue suc-cessful careers; they are certainly capableof doing so.Compared with the strong discrimina-tion against working women in earliertimes, such as the celibacy law for civil ser-vants that forced women to give up theirwork if they wanted to marry, the gener-ally lower salaries of women civil servantscompared with men civil servants, and theregulations on the proportions of femaleand male teachers in girls� secondaryschools � women today have a far betterchance to succeed in a career and have aprivate life: of course, they are allowed todo so. Whether barriers exist today will beshown in a later phase of our project.Even though the combination of careerand family has become much easiertoday, there are still barriers and preju-dices against working mothers.The question of whether women want topursue top careers in mathematics may beanswered with a �yes, but ...�. The �yes� issupported by the high professional moti-vation with which young women finishuniversity and their rapid integration intothe workforce; there is no difference frommen. The �but� arises from the followingdata. On the one hand, women�s strongerorientation towards the �Staatsexamen�and teaching, and thus their weaker ori-entation towards science, means that

there will not be a rapid rise in the num-ber of female university professors inmathematics. On the other hand, withregard to women concluding their studieswith a diploma, there are a number ofsmall differences which, if accumulated,could prevent the number of women inmathematical top positions from increas-ing by much. These are the problems ofcombining career and family which arestill more pronounced for women thanfor men; the somewhat lower emphasisthat women place on a PhD and on careerprospects in a narrow sense, and alsotheir somewhat lower interest in doingmathematical science.
References1. A. E. Abele, Gender gaps in early careerdevelopment of university graduates. Whyare women less successful than men?,European Bulletin of Social Psychology 12 (3)(2000), 22-37. 2. A. E. Abele, Lebens- und Berufsplanung vonFrauen [Life and Career Plans of Women],H. Roos-Schumacher (ed.), Kompetent indie öffentlichkeit, Leske Budrich, Opladen,2000, pp. 27-44. 3. A. Abele, with A. Hausmann and M. Weich,Karriereorientierungen angehender Akad-emikerinnen und Akademiker [CareerOrientations of University Graduates],Kleine, Bielefeld, 1994. 4. A. E. Abele, M. Schute and M. S. Andrä,Ingenieurin vs. Pädagoge. BeruflicheWerthaltungen von Hochschulabsolvent-innen und absolventen als Resultat inter-essenspezifischer Selektions- und fachspezi-fischer Sozialisationseffekte [Engineer versusteacher. Work values of university graduatesas a result of interest-specific selection andsubject-specific socialisation effects],Zeitschrift für Pädagogische Psychologie 13(1999), 84-99. 5. A. Abele, M. Stief and M. Andrä, Zurökonomischen Erfassung beruflicherS e l b s t w i r k s a m k e i t s e r w a r t u n g e n -Neukonstruktion einer BSEF Skala [Theeconomic assessment of occupational self-efficacy], Zeitschrift für Arbeits- undOrganisationspsychologie 44 (2000), 145-151. 6. A. Abele, M. Stief and J. Krüsken, (2001),Persönliche Ziele: Vergleich zwischen ver-schiedenen Erhebungsverfahren hinsichtlichkonvergenter Validität, inhaltlicher Strukturund Zusammenhängen mit Kriteriums-variablen [Personal Goals: Comparisonbetween Different Methods of Measure-ment], 2001.7. R. Tobies, Frauen in der Mathematik[Women in mathematics], Tangente (KlettMagazin) 4 No. 40 (2000), 2-4. 
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On 4 December 2001 the first Heinz HopfLecture at the ETH Zürich took place. Thespeaker was Don B. Zagier, Max PlanckInstitute for Mathematics, Bonn, andCollège de France, Paris; he spoke onDiophantische L-Werte.Heinz Hopf was professor at ETH Zürichfrom 1931 until 1965, when he retired.During that time he established a very suc-cessful school in algebraic topology;among the many students he led to a Ph.D.at ETH are J. J. Stoker, E. Stiefel, B.Eckmann, H. Samelson, W. Gysin, E.

Specker, M. Kervaire, K. Voss. In the yearsafter the war, F. Hirzebruch, J. Tits, L.Nirenberg, J. Milnor came to Zürich towork with Heinz Hopf. His internationalrecognition and esteem reached the high-est level in 1955 when he was elected pres-ident of the International MathematicalUnion.In 2000 the ETH Zürich received adonation from Alfred Aeppli and his wifeDorothee to institute a regularly organisedHeinz Hopf Lecture. Alfred Aeppli,Professor Emeritus at the University of

Minnesota, was a student of BenoEckmann at the ETH, and hence is a�mathematical grandson� of Heinz Hopf.In his letter Alfred Aeppli wrote:To me, it is a great idea to gather from time totime in memory of Heinz Hopf, at the SwissFederal Institute of Technology in Zürich, forsome special lecture on current mathematicalresearch. We remember Heinz Hopf as one ofour finest professors at ETH. He will always bean inspiration to many of us in mathematics andin mathematics education at the university level.He was a mind at work who thrived in the worldof disciplined curiosity full of intellectual chal-lenges. He was a mathematical thinker whotaught us to think.Heinz Hopf demonstrated doing mathematicsin talks, lecture courses, discussions and in hispublications. I remember in the introductory lin-ear algebra course in 1947/8, the impressionHeinz Hopf made on us students was outstand-ing and unforgettable. A student, by attending acourse by Hopf, received a good answer to thequestion �What is mathematics?� The notionshad to be clear, the intellectual tools of the high-est calibre, the arguments compelling andimpeccable.The first of the Heinz Hopf Lecturestook place on 4 December 2001. In asplendid talk Don Zagier presented newspectacular results from number theory,about L-functions and elliptic curves. Inthe evening a formal dinner in theRestaurant Sonnenberg was held. On thatoccasion Beno Eckmann, Hopf�s colleagueover many years at the ETH, and his closefriend, gave a speech. It is a moving tributeto this eminent mathematician. We repro-duce it here in an English translation.
After-dinner speech by Beno Eckmannon the occasion of the Heinz HopfLecture 2001 at the ETH ZürichOur guest of honour Don Zagier was twen-ty years old, when he spent the first yearafter his PhD at the Forschungsinstitut ofthe ETH in Zürich. That was 29 years ago.Heinz Hopf died 30 years ago and soHeinz Hopf and Don Zagier never met.With the passing away of each humanbeing a mystery disappears from the world,a mystery that nobody else will ever be ableto rediscover (Friedrich Hebbel).Unfortunately only very few peopleremain who ever met Heinz Hopf person-ally. Both mathematicians and theoreticalphysicists speak frequently about Hopfalgebras, about Hopf fibrations, and aboutother concepts that carry his name.Moreover, a great part of the mathematicswhich was developed in the second half of 
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the last century reflects ideas of HeinzHopf, far beyond the borders of his ownfield, and in circumstances which he couldnot have foreseen: I refer particularly tohis very characteristic way of looking at therelationship between the concrete and theabstract.From 1931 until 1965 Heinz Hopf�s cen-tre of activity was the ETH in Zürich. Onehas to remember how difficult communica-tion was in those years: it became moreand more difficult before and during thewar, and only after the war was it againpossible to write and receive letters.Telephone calls were so expensive, nobodyever really thought of using them for ordi-nary things! Under these conditions it isastonishing how Heinz Hopf�s name andwork were already then receiving suchstrong international attention and recogni-tion. After the war he received and accept-ed invitations to make long visits toPrinceton and Stanford; and in 1955 hebecame President of the InternationalMathematical Union. In principle reluc-tant to exercise power, his personalitymade it possible, only a few years after adeadly and terrible war, to form a world-wide community of mathematicians freefrom any political restrictions.I believe that these achievements werepossible not solely thanks to his mathemat-ics, great as it was, but that they were alsoin no small part due to his whole personal-ity.What was his secret, the secret of successof this small, modest, almost inconspicuousman with his impeccable manners? It iseasy to list a few attributes: kind, cordial,open, and easy going, but they are some-how inadequate. Perhaps it gives a clearerpicture if one says that everybody likedhim. He carried with him an aura ofhuman warmth, his judgements on otherpeople and other people�s work were com-pletely fair and objective, and � this is veryimportant � he had a great sense ofhumour.I have used the word �modest�, and infact this word occurs whenever one speaksabout Heinz Hopf. Yes, his style of livingwas modest, and one should rememberthat the salary of a professor, up to thetime of his retirement, was indeed modest,too. He was free from conceit, arroganceand condescension. But nevertheless hewas well aware of the value and power ofhis own mathematical ideas. His judge-ment was fair and absolutely objective; itwas thus easy for him to recognise and toadmire the work of others. In his presenceone felt relaxed and surrounded by anatmosphere of calm and friendship. Withone small word of appreciation, or with aslight expression of doubt he could givediscussions and ideas a new direction; andthis applies both to mathematics and toprivate matters.He was a citizen of the world, in the bestmeaning of the phrase. However, inZürich, in Zollikon where he lived, and atthe ETH he felt at home. He was incredi-bly helpful: he helped refugees before,during and after the war, he helped chil-dren who had suffered during the war, he

helped friends who werein need, and he did allthis almost beyond hisown economic capaci-ties.These are just words,and words are clearlyinadequate to describethe personality of HeinzHopf: the mystery ofHeinz Hopf remains.One could easilyrelate numerous storiesabout Heinz Hopf; asyou know, I was his stu-dent, his assistant, hiscolleague and his friend.We talked not just aboutmathematics � andabout mathematicians,we also talked about�God and the world�,about Thomas Mann,Christian Morgenstern,Rainer Maria Rilke, etc.But this goes beyond thelimits of a dinnerspeech.Let me instead tellyou a story that came tomy mind during mywork editing HeinzHopf�s Collected Papers.In 1947, at a relativelyearly age, he received anhonorary degree from PrincetonUniversity. My wife and I joined him thereonly a short time after the ceremony. In hishumorous way Hopf told us that he hadalways believed that an honorary degreefrom Princeton would be something full ofdignity. But this could not possibly be true,he said, with the cap and gown he had towear: the gown was much too long for him,so that he was always in danger of trippingon it. After the ceremony a whole crowd ofjournalists had arrived, and he confessedthat he had thought: �Am I really thatfamous?� Only a moment later he realisedthat all these journalists did not comebecause of him, but because of JamesStewart who had received an honorarydegree at the same time. In later years heexpressed the opinion that an honorarydegree is simply a reward for not publish-ing more papers.He and Wolfgang Pauli often took walksin the woods together. Once he comment-ed: �Today we had a heated discussion as towhy man was created, to do PureMathematics or to do AppliedMathematics. However we did not resolvethe problem.�After the war he was invited toCambridge, and after his return we askedhim whether he had had success. �Not real-ly�, he said. At the meal at Trinity Collegehe was treated as guest of honour andaccordingly he was seated right next to theMaster of Trinity, who at that time was afamous Nobel prize winner. Trying tomake conversation the Master hadremarked to Hopf: �Nice weather today,isn�t it?� And Hopf had answered: �No, notnice.� In retrospect, and judging from the

reaction of the Master, he thought that thismust have been a tactless reply, eventhough it really had been raining thewhole day. After this first incident theMaster had asked him where he was from.�From Zürich�. �From which University?��Not a University, from the Swiss TechnicalHigh School.� And that � Hopf said � hadbeen the end of the conversation for thewhole evening. Evidently �High School�and even �technical�, that was too much.Hopf often asked his students and hiscolleagues the question: �Suppose that youare offered the solution of all mathematicalproblems as a gift, but under the conditionthat you don�t tell anybody. Would youaccept that gift?� For him the answer wasabsolutely clear: �No, never!� For HeinzHopf, mathematics involved interactionwith other people and joint efforts inthinking and working. Knowing the solu-tion was only the end but not the main partof doing mathematics.We are very happy that the memory ofHeinz Hopf is honoured in such a nice andappropriate way, with the Heinz HopfLectures. Perhaps this can help to preservein our mathematical community the har-monious atmosphere that Heinz Hopf wasable to establish during his lifetime. 
ReferencesHeinz Hopf, Collected Papers (ed. B.Eckmann), Springer Verlag, 2001.G. Frei and U. Stammbach, Heinz Hopf, inHistory of Topology (ed. I. M. James).
Thanks are due to Peter J. Hilton for generoushelp in translating the German text of BenoEckmann�s speech.
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A few months ago, a special memorialplaque was unveiled at the tomb of thePolish mathematician Marian Rejewski.The event was organised by the PolishMathematical Society, and the plaque wasunveiled by Boles³aw Szafirski, President ofthe Society. Rejewski made great advanceswith the breaking of codes (especially theGerman �Enigma� code), which helped alot with the fight against Hitler during theSecond World War. Several importantArmy officers were present, and part of theceremony was shown on Polish television;the event gave valuable publicity to mathe-matics in Poland.

The speech by the President was as fol-lows.
Ladies and Gentlemen,I come from the Jagiellonian University,which for more than 600 years has fol-lowed the maxim Plus ratio quam vis(Reason over force): Marian Rejewski�splace of eternal rest carries the same mes-sage.We have gathered here to commemoratean outstanding Polish cryptologist, mathe-matician and soldier who fought in the war

of the mind against the forces of evil,waged in the 1930s and 1940s. This warwas fought to check the spread of evil andto stamp out a malady which had engulfeda large part of the world. Hardly a shoot-ing war, it was fought by means of broad-cast intercepts and mathematics.The makers of the German ciphermachine were sure its codes could not bebroken. They were wrong. MarianRejewski created a mathematical methodfor breaking the German �Enigma� code;this allowed the Allies to discover and fore-stall German military plans. The impor-tance of military intelligence cannot beunderestimated.Marian Rejewski obtained his mathemat-ical education at the University of Poznañ.Subsequently, following a wise suggestionfrom the Cipher Bureau of the GeneralStaff of the Polish Army, he turned hisenergies to the mathematical methodsused in cryptology. His studies quicklybrought about extraordinary and surpris-ing results. It does great credit to theCipher Bureau officers to have realised sosoon the potential of mathematics in cryp-tological research.In 1983, a poster was published on theoccasion of the International Congress ofMathematicians held in Warsaw. It showedthe photographs of the greatest Polishmathematicians � among them, MarianRejewski.The Polish mathematical communitybestowed upon Marian Rejewski its

supreme accolade � the title of HonoraryMember of the Polish MathematicalSociety. We are proud that he was one ofus.May this plaque we unveil today be asymbol of our gratitude and admiration fora man who significantly altered � throughmathematics � the course of the SecondWorld War.May it remind us all that reason is morepowerful than force, more powerful thanevil, more powerful than any form of vio-lence or captivity. Plus ratio quam vis. Boles³aw Szafirski
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�I am a mathematician. Mathematics havefilled my life�: thus begins the autobiogra-phy [1] of Laurent Schwartz, who died inJuly. But the lucidity he brought to mathe-matics he turned also to account in hisactive political life.Laurent Schwartz was born to a well-offfamily (his father was a surgeon), was abrilliant student at school (in Latin as wellas maths) and studied mathematics at theEcole Normale Superieure in Paris. Hismathematical career was slow to take off,because of military service and the onset ofwar, but he found his feet in Clermont-Ferrand after the shattering defeat ofFrance in 1940.The University of Clermont-Ferrand washost to the nucleus of the Bourbaki group(including Henri Cartan, Jean Dieudonnéand, in due course, Schwartz himself) andthe rigorous approach of that group was,in Schwartz�s words �a revelation�.According to him, this approach was justwhat he needed to develop the theory ofdistributions. In November 1944, in liber-ated Paris, he experienced, in �the mostbeautiful night of my life�, the fundamentalinsight which was to lead to his definitionof distributions as the elements of the dualspace of the non-metrisable space ofsmooth functions of compact support. Hegives a fascinating account of the stages ofhis discovery in [1]. Now, when distribu-tions play a routine role in partial differen-tial equations, harmonic analysis, symboliccalculus, currents on a manifold, and whentopological vector spaces are taught tobeginning graduate students, it takes aneffort to appreciate the mathematical bar-riers that Laurent Schwartz had to over-come and the power of the advance thatdistributions represent. Before his time,

physicists and engineers used theHeavyside calculus and differentiated theDirac delta function because �it worked�.Schwartz�s discovery gave these proceduresrigour and made precise their scope.This is not the place for a full evalutionof his mathematical work, but I cannotresist mentioning his discovery that asphere in Euclidean 3-space is a set of�non-synthesis� (for the algebra of Fouriertransforms of Lebesgue integrable func-tions on 3-space) � in fact, the first exam-ple of this phenomenon. The main idea isto differentiate (in the sense of distribu-tions) the equidistributed measure on thesphere [3].In 1950, Schwartz was awarded theFields medal, but it required the combinedefforts of the US mathematical communityand a threatened boycott of the ICM byFrench mathematicians to get him a visa toallow him to enter the USA. To understandwhy, we need to consider LaurentSchwatz�s political activism.Though he inherited rather conservativeviews, the friends he made and the rigourof their arguments led to his joining aTrotskyist party in the 1930s. During thewar, he was in double jeopardy, because ofhis Resistance activity and his Jewishdescent. He and his wife, Marie-Hélène,survived under the cover of false nameshiding in a small village. He left his partyin 1947, but was proud to be called an �ex-Trotskyist. I shall necessarily be one all mylife and don�t regret it�. Though he cameto regard his activism during the war yearsas ineffective, he later made very signifi-cant interventions in French political life.Immediately after the war, he had a post inNancy, then moved to Paris. Nominated toa post at the Ecole Polytechnique, he was asignatory of a petition at the time of theAlgerian war calling on soldiers to disobeythe order to fight. The EcolePolytechnique being (formally) a militaryacademy, this cost him his job there. Thearmy minister considered that it would be�against common sense and honour� forSchwartz to continue in post. His reply wasscathing [2]: �If I signed the declaration, itwas in part because for years I had seentorture unpunished and the torturersrewarded. My pupil Maurice Audin wastortured and murdered in June 1957, andit was you, Minister, who signed the order... [promoting some of those responsible tohigh rank in the Legion of Honour].Coming from a Minister who has takenupon himself such responsibilities, yourconsiderations of honour can only leaveme cold.� He was reinstated two years later.On retiring from the Ecole Polytechnique,he returned to a chair at Paris VII.An active organiser of support for allwars of colonial liberation, Laurent

Schwartz served on the Russell Tribunal atthe time of the Vietnam war, and on thecommittee which campaigned for the lib-eration of mathematical and scientificpolitical prisoners in the USSR and else-where.He was no less active or controversial inscientific politics, setting up and chairingthe Committee for Evaluating Universities.His report on the state of French universi-ties pulled no punches. �To make discoveries, a mathematicianmust upset all taboos. To find somethingin mathematics is to overcome an inhibi-tion and a tradition. One cannot advancewithout being subversive ... It is a revolu-tion a little like the fall of the Berlin wall.Suddenly you tell yourself: that won�t work.I must change � To start with, it�s very dif-ficult, but, once you�ve begun, you see thatthe change is liberating. I think that peo-ple don�t understand this: they view math-ematics too much as fixed or achieved.�Throughout his life, Laurent Schwartzfound time to increase his collection of but-terflies. His friends and pupils attest to hispersonal charm and humanity. He was anoutstanding teacher and placed greatimportance on communicating mathemat-ics to mathematicians and users of mathe-matics alike.In a fine tribute, his friend and colleagueMichel Broué writes: �Witness and movingspirit in a period and of a generationwhich have given us some of the greatestfigures of humankind, Laurent Schwartzwas a great man in all senses of the term.He was exceptional, with what a personalstyle! Rigour and precision lived in sym-biosis with self-mockery and humour; theapparent detachment and objectivity inregard to his own life, even when it becamedramatic, hid neither an immense tender-ness nor occasions of deep indignation ...His out-of-the-ordinary personality, hisqualities of uprightness and rigour, of gen-erosity and humanity, were a point of ref-erence for more than one generation ofscientists and militants.� David Salinger
References1. Laurent Schwartz, Un mathematicien aux prisesavec le siècle, published by Éditions OdileJacob, 1977. The quotations here were translated from 2. Obituary by Girard Courtois in Le Monde, 10July 2002, which also served as a source forthis obituary.3. Laurent Schwartz, Sur une propriété de syn-thèse spectrale dans les groupes non com-pacts, C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris 227 (1948), 424-426. The full tribute by Michel Broué is to befound at http://www.diderotp7.jussieu.fr/2002/pres020712.htm
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The Hellenic Mathematical Society wasfounded in 1918.  Its main goal was toencourage the study of, and research in,the science of mathematics and its manyapplications, as well as the evolution ofmathematical education.  Among its mainobjectives are:� the advancement of the science ofmathematics� the evolution of free interchange ofinformation between mathematicians,scientists and the public� the development and preservation ofscientific integrity and abilities of itsmembers� the substantial and continuousimprovement of mathematical educa-tion and the progress of general educa-tion� to approach Greek mathematicians,inform them of recent progress in sci-ence and technology, and offer thempractical assistance in matters that mayoccur during their educational anddidactic work.
The achievement and accomplishment ofthe above objectives premise the continu-ous improvement of the various projects ofthe Society.  The Administrative Boardand the relevant committees of the Societywork methodically, with coherence andresponsibility, offering their spare time,ideas and knowledge for the causes of theSociety.There is always an �open� invitationtowards all colleagues who wish to help theSociety, by taking part in the various edit-ing, conference, competition, educational,computer, and other committees.  Today,the Hellenic Mathematical Society contin-ues to be a healthy scientific organisation.The conservation of this state is a very dif-ficult task, especially since daily actionsaffect scientific societies.  It is easy to ascer-tain, from the number of members and thescientific activities of the Society, that theH.M.S. holds a distinguished scientificposition, even through tough economictimes.The H.M.S. today has more than 14,000members and 30 regional branches, withan outstanding presence in the scientificand cultural area.  The number of newmembers of the H.M.S. is expected to rise,since there is currently a systematic pro-motion to all prospective members of theH.M.S., outlining its activities and the ben-efits of being a member.Mathematicians have a natural desireand responsibility to form a lively andactive part of the scientific community,which is associated with the important edu-cational problems of mathematical science,the occupation of the mathematician, andnew technologies on a national and inter-

national base.The specific and scientific activities of ascientific society are not among the mainobjectives.  The greater activities of theSociety cover the needs and interests ofmathematicians and offer many interestingactivities, such as mathematics educationseminars and training in new technologicalsubjects, where mathematics and comput-ers represent critical factors.
What does the H.M.S. have to offer?The main areas of activity are publications,conferences, special meetings and semi-nars, and competitions.The H.M.S. issues a research magazine(Bulletin), which is of international prestigeand contains original research papers inmathematics and applied mathematics.The Mathematical Survey is another publica-tion, which covers general subjects fromcontemporary mathematics.  There arealso three Euclides magazines issued:Euclides A for junior high-school students,Euclides B for senior high-school students,and Euclides C for teachers, containingmaterial on education and the teaching ofmathematics.  Lastly, there is a publicationwhose purpose is to notify its members(Briefing) and a magazine (Astrolabe) withmaterial on computer science.  The Societyalso publishes selected mathematical booksand translations of articles related to math-ematics, applied mathematics and the his-tory of mathematics.      The H.M.S. organises annual confer-ences on mathematical education, andnational and international mathematicsand computer conferences. The Societyhas also organised the PanhellenicMathematical Competition (since 1931)and the National Mathematical Olympiad(since 1984), and takes part in theInternational Mathematical Olympiad andthe Balkan Mathematical Olympiad.

The H.M.S. organises training sessionsin mathematics and computing for mathe-matics graduates and, recently, computerseminars for high-school students.  Theseseminars enable small groups to partici-pate actively on up-to-date computers inbasic programming languages, and tolearn the fundamentals of arithmetic calcu-lation and methods, algorithms and datastructures, data bases and applications,artificial intelligence, geometry on com-puters, etc.The H.M.S. constantly keeps a watch onnational and international scientific eventsas they happen, noting the impact thatthey may have on mathematics.  Specialcommittees study the reports and guide-lines in order to inform the members onsubjects such as mathematical educationand culture.  The Society has formed aCentre of Computers and MathematicalSoftware, whose main goals and interestsare mathematics and computers, appliedmathematics, and the planning and devel-opment of educational and mathematicalsoftware programs.  The Centre ofEducation and Training has as its maingoals the general subjects of mathematicaleducation, training and culture.The Society maintains close ties withother Greek scientific societies, such as theGreek Physical, Chemical, Geological andBiological Societies, and all other Greekscientific organisations and media.  It is, bylaw, a part of the Congress of HigherEducation and the Congress ofTechnological Education.
Mathematical educationMathematical education, from primaryschool to the postgraduate level, is consid-ered very important for those who studymathematics and its applications.Academic researchers and those workingon various mathematical applications 
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understand the need for an adequate num-ber of well-trained mathematicians.Education is one of the H.M.S.�s maingoals.  The Society preserves and furtherscontinuous communication with theMinister and the relevant organs of theMinistry of Education, with pedagogical,educational and research institutes, uni-versities, technical universities and publicand private educational organisations.The H.M.S. provides representatives forspecial committees that reform the mathe-matical educational programme at all lev-els of education.  It also takes part innational and international meetings anddiscussions regarding mathematical educa-tional programmes, training and post-graduate studies for teachers and researchprogrammes of international collabora-tion.The H.M.S. is a founding member of theEuropean Mathematical Society, theInternational Mathematical Union and theBalkan Mathematical Society, and main-tains close scientific ties with many nation-al mathematical societies in Europe, Asiaand America.  Through its publications theH.M.S. continually promotes and publish-es its opinions and viewpoints on criticalissues occupying the members of theGreek and International MathematicalCommunity, 
Who can become a member of theH.M.S.?If you are a university graduate of a Greekor foreign mathematical department andyou teach or use mathematics in your work,you may become a member of the H.M.S.Every scientific and occupational associa-tion has different categories of members.The basic category for graduates is that oftactical member, and there are also associ-ate members and corresponding members.
Administration of the H.M.S.The activities of the H.M.S. are controlledby the Administrative Board (AB), which iselected by the members of the Society.Amongst the former presidents and mem-bers of the AB are distinguished universityprofessors of mathematics, and the mem-bers of the AB are renowned members of

the mathematical community with experi-ence and contribution to higher and mid-dle education (public and private) and insections of commerce and industry.  Amajority of the members of the H.M.S. aremiddle-school mathematics teachers.  TheH.M.S. has over 30 regional branches allover Greece that are controlled by theregional Administrative Board, which iselected by the members of the H.M.S. inthat particular area.  The branches organ-ise scientific conferences, symposia andsocial activities.The Society has created tutorial centres,with pertinent administrative organs.These centres cover subjects such as com-puters, education (didactics of mathemat-ics and applied mathematics) and theirapplications.
The H.M.S.�s collaborationsThe H.M.S. has very close relations withmany scientific societies and occupationalscientific and technological unions, bothwithin Greece and beyond.  The Societycooperates with many mathematical soci-

eties in Europe, Asia and America, andalso has relations with the InternationalMathematical Union, the EuropeanMathematical Society and the BalkanMathematical Society.  It takes part in theorganisation of international conferences,in collaboration with other national math-ematical societies, and plays an active rolein the organisation of international confer-ences.
What are the benefits of joining?A member of an active scientific society hastwo main commitments � to pay dues andparticipate in the society�s activities: theactual gain that members of the Societyhave is in proportion to their contribu-tions.  With a basic subscription, eachmember receives issues of Euclides A andEuclides B.  The authors of articles pub-lished in the H.M.S.�s publications receivemany letters, showing the interest of thereaders.The members of the H.M.S. can partici-pate in conferences organised by theSociety at a lower cost than non-members,and may purchase research publicationsand scientific magazines and books at spe-cial prices.  The members can communicate withcolleagues, including those who work indifferent cognitive fields.  They are alsowelcome to take an active part in sched-uled or exclusive scientific activities of theH.M.S.  Scientific and occupational infor-mation is available to members who com-municate with the Society, for variousproblems, questions and needs.H.M.S. members have special advan-tages and benefits regarding personal andoccupational progress: information aboutoccupational settlement, organisation ofspecial seminars, purchasing of goods atreduced prices, etc.For more information and/or subscrip-tion applications, please contact the mainoffices of the Hellenic MathematicalSociety. (Website: http://www.hms.gr)
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In the wake of the Bologna Declaration [1],signed in 1999 by Ministers responsiblefor Higher Education from 29 Europeancountries, and its follow up, the PragueCommuniqué [2], a group of universitiesestablished the project �Tuning education-al structures in Europe� [4, 5]. It was co-ordinated by the Universities of Deustoand Groningen and benefited from thefinancial support of the European Union.As its name suggests, the main objective ofthe project was to study how to �tune� (notto make uniform) educational structures inEurope, and thereby aid the developmentof the European Higher Education Area.This in turn should help mobility andimprove the employability of Europeangraduates.Mathematics was one of the areasincluded in Tuning, and this paper reflectsthe unanimous consensus of the mathe-matics group of the project. But since thegroup does not pretend to have any repre-sentative role, we think it is necessary tomake this document available for com-ment to the wider community of Europeanmathematicians. We believe that any kindof action along the lines we sketch will onlybe possible and fruitful when a broadagreement has been reached. Indeed anymathematician member of the group wel-comes comments on the document. E-mailaddresses appear at the end.The Mathematics Tuning Group ishappy to express its thanks to the co-ordi-nators of the Tuning Project, JuliaGonzález (Universidad de Deusto) andRobert Wagenaar (RijksuniversiteitGroningen), as well as to the EuropeanCommission, for creating the conditionsfor fruitful and pleasant interactionsbetween its members.
Summary§ This paper refers only to universities(including technical universities), andnone of our proposals apply to othertypes of institutions.

§ The aim of a �common framework formathematics degrees in Europe� is tofacilitate an automatic recognition ofdegrees in order to help mobility.§ The idea of a common framework mustbe combined with an accreditation sys-tem.§ The two components of a commonframework are similar (although notnecessarily identical) structures and abasic common core curriculum (allowingfor some degree of local flexibility) forthe first two or three years.§ Beyond the basic common core curricu-lum, and certainly in the second cycle,programmes could diverge significantly.Since there are many areas in mathe-matics, and many of them are linked toother fields of knowledge, flexibility is ofthe utmost importance.§ Common ground for all programmeswill include calculus in one and severalreal variables and linear algebra.§ We propose a broad list of further areasthat graduates should be acquaintedwith in order to be easily recognised asmathematicians. It is not proposed thatall programmes include individual mod-ules covering each of these areas.§ We do not present a prescriptive list oftopics to be covered, but we do mentionthe three skills we consider may beexpected of any mathematics graduate:(a) the ability to conceive a proof,(b) the ability to model a situation math-ematically,(c) the ability to solve problems usingmathematical tools.§ The first cycle should normally allowtime to learn some computing and tomeet at least one major area of applica-tion of mathematics.§ We should aim for a wide variety offlavours in second cycle programmes inmathematics. Their unifying characteris-tic feature should be the requirementthat all students carry out a significantamount of individual work. To do this, a

minimum of 90 ECTS credits1 seemsnecessary for the award of a Master�squalification.§ It might be acceptable that various non-identical systems coexist, but large devi-ations from the standard (in terms ofcore curriculum or cycle structure) needto be grounded in appropriate entrylevel requirements, or other programspecific factors, which can be judged byexternal accreditation. Otherwise, suchdegrees risk not benefiting from theautomatic European recognition provid-ed by a common framework, eventhough they may constitute worthy high-er education programmes.
1. A common framework: what it shouldand shouldn�t be or do
1.1 The only possible aim in agreeing a�common European framework� should beto facilitate the automatic recognition ofmathematics degrees in Europe in orderto help mobility. By this we mean thatwhen somebody with a degree in mathe-matics from country A goes to country B:(a) he/she will be legally recognised asholding such a degree, and theGovernment of country B will notrequire further proof of competence.(b) a potential employer in country B willbe able to assume that he/she has thegeneral knowledge expected fromsomebody with a mathematics degree.Of course, neither of these guaranteesemployment: the mathematics graduatewill still have to go through whatever pro-cedures (competitive exams, interviews,analysis of his/her curriculum, value of thedegree awarding institution in the eyes ofthe employer, ...) are used in country B toobtain either private or public employ-ment.
1.2 One important component of a com-mon framework for mathematics degreesin Europe is that all programmes havesimilar, although not necessarily identical,structures. Another component is agreeingon a basic common core curriculum whileallowing for some degree of local flexibili-ty.
1.3 We should emphasise that by no meansdo we think that agreeing on any kind ofcommon framework can be used as a toolfor automatic transfer betweenUniversities. These will always require con-sideration by case, since different pro-grammes can bring students to adequatelevels in different but coherent ways, but 
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1 ECTS stands for �European CreditTransfer System�. ECTS credits measurethe learning outcomes attained by stu-dents. The basic general assumption isthat the learning outcomes that an aver-age full time student is expected toattain in one academic year are worth 60ECTS credits. Therefore, the workloadrequired to get 60 ECTS credits shouldcorrespond to what an average full timestudent is expected to do in one acade-mic year.



an inappropriate mixing of programmesmay not.
1.4 In many European countries thereexist higher education institutions that dif-fer from universities, both in the level theydemand from students and in their gener-al approach to teaching and learning. Infact, in order not to exclude a substantialnumber of students from higher educa-tion, it is essential that these differences bemaintained. We want to make explicit thatthis paper refers only to universities (includingtechnical universities), and that any proposalof a common framework designed for uni-versities would not necessarily apply toother types of institutions.
2. Towards a common core mathematicscurriculum
2.1 General remarksAt first sight, mathematics seems to bewell suited for the definition of a core cur-riculum, especially so in the first two orthree years. Because of the very nature ofmathematics, and its logical structure,there will be a common part in all mathe-matics programmes, consisting of the fun-damental notions. On the other hand,there are many areas in mathematics, andmany of them are linked to other fields ofknowledge (computer science, physics,engineering, economics, etc.). Flexibility isof the utmost importance to keep this vari-ety and the interrelations that enrich ourscience.There could possibly be an agreementon a list of subjects that must absolutely beincluded (linear algebra, calculus/analysis)or that should be included (probability/statistics, some familiarity with the mathe-matical use of a computer) in any mathe-matics degree. In the case of some spe-cialised courses, such as mathematicalphysics, there will certainly be variationsbetween countries and even between uni-versities within one country, withoutimplying any difference of quality of theprogrammes.Moreover, a large variety of mathemat-ics programmes exist currently in Europe.Their entry requirements vary, as do theirlength and the demands on the student. Itis extremely important that this variety bemaintained, both for the efficiency of theeducation system and socially, to accom-modate the possibilities of more potentialstudents. To fix a single definition of con-tents, skills and level for the whole ofEuropean higher education would excludemany students from the system, andwould, in general, be counter-productive.In fact, the group is in complete agree-ment that programmes could diverge sig-nificantly beyond the basic common corecurriculum (e.g., in the direction of �pure�mathematics, or probability/statisticsapplied to economy or finance, or mathe-matical physics, or the teaching of mathe-matics in secondary schools). The presen-tation and level of rigour, as well as accept-ing there is and must continue to be varia-tion in emphasis and, to some extent, con-tent, even within the first two or three

years, will make all those programmesrecognisable as valid mathematics pro-grammes.As for the second cycle, not only do wethink that programmes could differ, butwe are convinced that, to reflect the diver-sity of mathematics and its relations withother fields, all kinds of different secondcycles in mathematics should be devel-oped, using in particular the specificstrengths of each institution.
2.2 The need for accreditationThe idea of a basic core curriculum mustbe combined with an accreditation system.If the aim is to recognise that a given pro-gramme fulfils the requirement of the corecurriculum, then one has to check on threeaspects:§ a list of contents§ a list of skills§ the level of mastery of conceptsThese cannot be reduced to a simple scale.To give accreditation to a mathematicsprogramme, an examination by a group ofpeer reviewers, mostly mathematicians, isconsidered essential. The key aspects to beevaluated should be:(a) the programme as a whole(b) the units in the programme (both thecontents and the level)(c) the entry requirements(d) the learning outcomes (skills and levelattained)(e) a qualitative assessment by both gradu-ates and employersThe group does not believe that a (heavy)system of European accreditation is need-ed, but that universities in their quest forrecognition will act at the national level.For this recognition to acquire interna-tional standing, the presence on the reviewpanel of mathematicians from other coun-tries seems necessary.
3. Some principles for a common corecurriculum for the first degree(Bachelor) in mathematicsWe do not feel that fixing a detailed list oftopics to be covered is necessary, or evenconvenient. However, we do think that it ispossible to give some guidelines for thecommon content of a �European firstdegree in mathematics�, and more impor-tant, for the skills that all graduates shoulddevelop.
3.1 Contents3.1.1 All mathematics graduates will haveknowledge and understanding of, and theability to use, mathematical methods andtechniques appropriate to their pro-gramme. Common ground for all pro-grammes will include§ calculus in one and several real variables§ linear algebra.
3.1.2 Mathematics graduates must haveknowledge of the basic areas of mathemat-ics, not only those that have historicallydriven mathematical activity, but also oth-ers of more modern origin. Thereforegraduates should normally be acquaintedwith most, and preferably all, of the fol-lowing:

§ basic differential equations§ basic complex functions§ some probability§ some statistics§ some numerical methods§ basic geometry of curves and surfaces§ some algebraic structures§ some discrete mathematicsThese need not be learned in individualmodules covering each subject in depthfrom an abstract point of view. For exam-ple, one could learn about groups in acourse on (abstract) group theory or in theframework of a course on cryptography.Geometric ideas, given their central role,could appear in a variety of courses. 
3.1.3 Other methods and techniques willbe developed according to the require-ments and character of the programme,which will also largely determine the levelsto which the developments are taken. Inany case, all programmes should include asubstantial number of courses with mathe-matical content.
3.1.4 In fact, broadly two kinds of mathe-matics curricula currently coexist inEurope, and both are useful. Let us callthem, following [3]2, �theory based� and�practice based� programmes. The weightof each of the two kinds of programmesvaries widely depending on the country,and it might be interesting to find outwhether most European university pro-grammes of mathematics are �theorybased� or not.Graduates from theory-based pro-grammes will have knowledge and under-standing of results from a range of majorareas of mathematics. Examples of possi-ble areas are algebra, analysis, geometry,number theory, differential equations,mechanics, probability theory and statis-tics, but there are many others. Thisknowledge and understanding will sup-port the knowledge and understanding ofmathematical methods and techniques, byproviding a firmly developed mathemati-cal context.Graduates from practise-based pro-grammes will also have knowledge ofresults from a range of areas of mathemat-ics, but the knowledge will commonly bedesigned to support the understanding ofmodels and how and when they can beapplied. Besides those mentioned above,these areas include numerical analysis,control theory, operations research, dis-crete mathematics, game theory and manymore. (These areas may of course also bestudied in theory-based programmes.)
3.1.5 It is necessary that all graduates willhave met at least one major area of appli-cation of their subject in which it is used ina serious manner, and this is consideredessential for a proper appreciation of thesubject. The nature of the application area 
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2 This document was considered extreme-ly useful and met with unanimous agree-ment from the group. In fact, we havequoted it almost verbatim at somepoints.



and the manner in which it is studiedmight vary depending on whether the pro-gramme is theory-based or practice-based.Possible areas of application includephysics, astronomy, chemistry, biology,engineering, computer science, informa-tion and communication technology, eco-nomics, accountancy, actuarial science,finance and many others.
3.2 Skills3.2.1 For a standard notion like integra-tion in one variable, the same �content�could imply:§ computing simple integrals§ understanding the definition of theRiemann integral§ proving the existence and properties ofthe Riemann integral for classes of func-tions§ using integrals to model and solve prob-lems of various sciences.
So, on one hand the contents must beclearly spelled out, and on the other vari-ous skills are developed by the study of thesubject.
3.2.2 Students who graduate from pro-grammes in mathematics have anextremely wide choice of career availableto them. Employers greatly value the intel-lectual ability and rigour and the skills inreasoning that these students will haveacquired, their firmly established numera-cy, and the analytic approach to problem-solving that is their hallmark.Therefore, the three key skills that weconsider may be expected of any mathe-matics graduate are:(a) the ability to conceive a proof,(b) the ability to model a situation mathe-matically,(c) the ability to solve problems usingmathematical tools.
It is clear that, nowadays, solving problemsshould include their numerical and com-putational resolution. This requires asound knowledge of algorithms and pro-gramming and the use of available soft-ware.
3.2.3 Note also that skills and level aredeveloped progressively through the prac-tice of many subjects. We do not start amathematics programme with one coursecalled �how to make a proof� and onecalled �how to model a situation�, with theidea that those skills will be acquiredimmediately. Instead, it is through prac-tice in all courses that these develop.
3.3 LevelAll graduates will have knowledge andunderstanding developed to higher levelsin particular areas. The higher-level con-tent of programmes will reflect the title ofthe programme. For example, graduatesfrom programmes with titles involving sta-tistics will have substantial knowledge andunderstanding of the essential theory ofstatistical inference and of many applica-tions of statistics. Programmes with titlessuch as mathematics might range quite

widely over several branches of the subject,but nevertheless graduates from such pro-grammes will have treated some topics indepth.
4. The second degree (Master) in mathe-maticsWe have already made explicit our beliefthat establishing any kind of common cur-riculum for second cycle studies would bea mistake. Because of the diversity ofmathematics, the different programmesshould be directed to a broad range of stu-dents, including in many cases thosewhose first degree is not in mathematics,but in more or less related fields (comput-er science, physics, engineering, econom-ics, etc.). We should therefore aim for awide variety of flavours in second cycleprogrammes.Rather than the contents, we think thatthe common denominator of all secondcycles should be the level of achievementexpected from students. A unifying char-acteristic feature could be the requirementthat all second cycle students carry out asignificant amount of individual work.This could be reflected in the presentationof a substantial individual project.We believe that, to be able to do realindividual work in mathematics, the timerequired to obtain a Master�s qualificationshould be the equivalent of at least 90ECTS credits. Therefore, depending onthe national structure of first and secondcycles, a Master would typically varybetween 90 and 120 ECTS credits.
5. A common framework and the Bolognaagreement5.1 How various countries implement theBologna agreement will make a differenceon core curricula. In particular, 3+2 maynot be equivalent to 5, because, in a 3+2years structure, the 3 years could lead to aprofessional diploma, meaning that lesstime is spent on fundamental notions, orto a supplementary 2 years, and in thatcase the whole spirit of the 3 years pro-gramme should be different.
5.2 Whether it will be better for mathe-matics studies to consist of a 180 ECTSBachelor, followed by a 120 ECTS Master(a 3+2 structure in terms of academicyears), or whether a 240+90 (4+1+pro-ject) structure is preferable, may dependon a number of circumstances. For exam-ple, a 3+2 break up will surely facilitatecrossing between fields, where studentspursue Masters in an area different fromthat in which they obtained their Bachelordegree.One aspect that cannot be ignored, atleast in mathematics, is the training of sec-ondary school teachers. If the pedagogicalqualification must be obtained during thefirst cycle studies, these should probablylast for 4 years. On the other hand, if sec-ondary school teaching requires a Master(or some other kind of postgraduate qual-ification), a 3-years Bachelor may be ade-quate, with teacher training being one ofthe possible postgraduate options (at theMaster�s level or otherwise).

5.3 The group did not attempt to solvecontradictions that could appear in thecase of different implementations of theBologna agreement (i.e., if three years andfive years university programmes coexist;or different cycle structures are estab-lished: 3+1, 3+2, 4+1, 4+1+project, 4+2have all been proposed). As we said before,it might be acceptable that various systemscoexist, but we believe that large deviationsfrom the standard (such as a 3+1 struc-ture, or not following the principles statedin Section 3) need to be grounded inappropriate entry level requirements, orother programme-specific factors, whichcan be judged by external accreditation.Otherwise, such degrees risk not benefit-ing from the automatic European recogni-tion provided by a common framework,even though they may constitute worthyhigher education programmes.
References1. http://www.bologna-berlin2003.de/pdf/bologna_declaration.pdf 2. http://www.bologna-berlin2003.de/pdf/Prague_communiquTheta.pdf3. The Benchmark document on Mathematics,Statistics and Operational Research, from the UKQuality Assurance Agency for Higher Education,http://www.qaa.ac.uk/crntwork/benchmark/phase2/mathematics.pdf.4. The official sites of the project Tuning educationalstructures in Europe: http://www.relint.deusto.es/TuningProject/index.htm, http://www.let.rug.nl/TuningProject/index.htm5. Information on the project Tuning educational struc-tures in Europe in the European Commission site:http://europa.eu.int/comm/education/tuning.html
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A scribbler is always pleased to encourageothers in his specific focus of interest: hereit is the allure of the national promotion ofmathematically gifted adolescents. Anopportunity like this seldom occurs, but asa sequel to my articles on the educationalsituation in Romania, where youngstersgrow up into ace mathematicians or scien-tists, an inquiry reached me from Bulgaria.The questioner wanted to know whether Icould include some companion pieces onthe Bulgarian scene. I agreed forthwith,for here I have hooked a big fish. It wasProf. Sava Ivanov Grozdev, from theInstitute of Mechanics at the BulgarianAcademy of Sciences in Sofia, who holdsthe office of Secretary of the Union ofBulgarian Mathematicians, is his country�srepresentative in the EMS, coaches theBulgarian teams participating in the IMO,leads the Scientific Group for PreparingTalented Bulgarian Students, and presidesat the Bulgarian National OlympiadCommittee for Mathematics. Besides this,he has a journalistic bent as Editor-in-Chief of �Mathematics Plus�, the leadingBulgarian mathematics journal for stu-dents and is on the boards of other inter-national maths magazines (�Tangent�,Serbia, �Sigma�, Macedonia, or �Integral�,Armenia). He is clearly the right person todescribe Bulgaria�s way of identifying nat-ural mathematical talent. The first part ofhis series starts with a problem. 
The mathematical prehistory (SavaGrozdev)

Given a set A = {a1, a2, �, a10}, find 30subsets Ai, each with 6 elements, such that each element of A belongs to exactly10 of the subsets Ai.
This combinatorial problem was solved bythe Bulgarian mathematician IvanSalabashev in 1879, and arose from a curi-ous historical event. In 1878 the Russian-Turkish war ended and Bulgaria was liber-ated from 500 years domination by theOttoman Empire. Following the peacetreaty, the Bulgarian territory was dividedinto two parts: the Bulgarian Principalityand Eastern Rummelia; unification andindependence were subsequently pro-

claimed in 1885. In 1879, Ivan Salabashev,who had earlier graduated in mathemati-cal sciences from the University of Prague,was elected a deputy in the Parliament ofEastern Rummelia. Under theConstitution, the Parliament had to elect aStanding Committee of 10 members. Eachdeputy could vote for 6 persons, and 47deputies out of 56 took part in the vote. Itturned out that 30 of them were ofBulgarian nationality and the goal was tobring as many of them as possible into theStanding Committee. Using his mathemat-ical skills, Salabashev solved the abovecombinatorial problem, and as a result ofhis optimal solution all places in theStanding Committee were taken byBulgarian deputies; this historical eventbrought enormous popularity to the youngSalabashev, who later served several gov-ernments as a minister. In 1898, hebecame the first President of the newlyfounded Union of BulgarianMathematicians, which now includes morethan 8000 Bulgarian teachers in mathe-matics and computer science, universityprofessors and professionals. A consider-able part of its activities is connected withthe holding of mathematics olympiads andcompetitions, as well as with the scientificpreparation of Bulgarian participants in allinternational events of this kind.One of the mathematics competitionsthat takes place in Bulgaria is the �IvanSalabashev Tournament�, which takesplace annually in November and involvesstudents from second to twelfth grade; thevenue is Stara Zagora, the birthplace ofIvan Salabashev. Each year, Stara Zagorabrings together about 1000 students fromall over the country. The regulations pro-vide for 30 short-answer problems to besolved within 2 hours. The type of problemresembles those of the annualInternational Mathematics Competition�Kangourou sans Frontières�, organised bythe European Association and based inParis. The problems are often realistic andmodel concrete real-life situations � nowonder that these problems are very pop-ular with students! As a sign of thisapproval, one notes the considerable num-ber of participants in the �EuropeanKangaroo�, about 10000 per year, and in

total more than 2.5 million students from30 countries. (In comparison, Bulgaria hasonly 8 million inhabitants.) It is interestingto note that, if they prefer, Bulgarian stu-dents can use the original French versionof the problem texts from the EuropeanKangaroo. Stimulating such participants isof importance because Bulgaria is a smallcountry and one of the prime goals of theBulgarian educational system is to learnforeign languages, so that Bulgarianyoungsters can communicate easily withEurope and the rest of the world. In 1993 the European Kangaroo compe-tition was organised solely in French, withparticipating countries mostly from theFrancophone community. At that time theBulgarian student Mladen Dimitrov was intenth grade studying English, while Frenchwas completely unknown to him. Hisdetermination to take part in theEuropean Kangaroo stimulated him tolearn enough French words for him tounderstand the French formulations of theproblems. In spite of his lack of languageskills, he scored the highest marks, notonly in his age group but among all partic-ipants. Later he graduated from the LouisLe Grand Collège in Paris and the EcoleNormale. In this case, mathematics provid-ed the stimulus for learning French, whilethe competition was the cause for the self-taught youngster to develop his mathemat-ical skills and eventually to become a top-quality professional mathematician. These mathematics competitions are notthe only ones carried out in Bulgaria.Other events are the �Chernorizets HrabarTournament�, performed annually, andthe �Hitter Peter� competition, based inGabrovo and given to students fromgrades 4 to 7. Both are multiple-choicetests and the problems often have a practi-cal orientation. Junior students areextremely enthusiastic about them: thisinterest is of importance because mathe-matics is a science for young people. Oneof the goals of education is to identify tal-ented students with a flair for mathematicsas early as possible. However, mathematicscompetitions are not the only instrumentsfor this purpose: journals, periodicals andmathematics publications are also essentialto this process.

PPrr oblem Corner:  oblem Corner:  Contests from Bulgaria, I
Paul Jainta
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This is the last Forthcoming conferences to becompiled by Kathleen Quinn. The Editorwould like to thank her for carrying out thetask so efficiently over the past four years.Her place will be taken by Vasile Berinde ofthe University of Baia Mare, Romania[vberinde@univer.ubm.ro] to whom all futurenotices of conferences should be sent.Please e-mail announcements of European confer-ences, workshops and mathematical meetings ofinterest to EMS members, to vberinde@univer.ubm.ro.  Announcements should be written in astyle similar to those here, and sent as MicrosoftWord files or as text files (but not as TeX inputfiles).  Space permitting, each announcement willappear in detail in the next issue of the Newsletterto go to press, and thereafter will be briefly noted ineach new issue until the meeting takes place, with areference to the issue in which the detailedannouncement appeared.

9-11: 7th Conference on Shell Structures,Theory and Applications (SSTA2002),Gdañsk-Jurata, PolandInformation: web site:http://www.pg.gda.pl/ssta2002[For details, see EMS Newsletter 42]
10-13: Third International Conference onApplied Mathematics, Baia Mare and Borsa,Romania Topics: algebra, geometry, mathematicalanalysis, differential equations, numericalmethods, computer science, applied mathe-maticsMain speakers: D. Cioranescu (France), R.Jeltsch (Switzerland), G. Still (Netherlands)and othersCall for papers: refereed proceedings of theconference will be published in the journalBul. Stiint. Univ. Baia Mare Ser. B, Mat-Inf.(reviewed by both MR and Zbl). Authors areinvited to send their papers in TeX (prefer-ably LaTeX) on a diskette or by e-mail,accompanied by a paper copy. For a regularlecture 8 pages are expected, while for a keylecture up to 12 pages are reserved. Allpapers to be published will be reviewed by atleast two refereesScientific committee: I. Banicescu,C.Corduneanu, M. Paprzycki (USA), S.Bilchev (Bulgaria), D. Cioranescu, M. Geck(France), R. Jeltsch (Switzerland), T. Laffey,G. Pfeifer (Ireland), Y. Nosenko (Ukraine), V.Soltes (Slovakia), J. Steiner (Australia), G. Still(Netherlands), T. Zamfirescu (Germany), D.Acu, V. Berinde, I. Pavaloiu, I. Coroian, F.Boian, G. Micula, P.T. Mocanu, R. Precup, I.Purdea, I.A. Rus, D.D. Stancu, G. Groza, I.Tomescu (Romania)Organising committee: V. Berinde (Chair),G. Ardelean, L. Balogh, M. Bancos, D.Barbosu, I. Coroian, O. Cozma, L. Iancu, G.Kovacs, L. Kozma, C. Mustata, I.Pavaloiu, A.Pop, M. S. Pop, N. Pop, H. Sass, I. Tascu, I.Zelina

Ocober 2002

Secretariat: I. Buhan, M. Gâta (all fromNorth University of Baia Mare, Romania) Proceedings: to be published Location: Baia Mare and Borsa, Romania Deadlines: 1 September for registration, 15September for submitting papers Information: e-mail: icam@univer.ubm.ro orvberinde@univer.ubm.ro, web site: http://super.ubm.ro/ubm/site-ro/facultati/departament/manifestari/icam3/index.html

19-21: 3rd WSEAS InternationalConferences on Acoustics, Music, Speechand Language Processing (ICAMSL 2002);Mathematics and Computers in Biology andChemistry (MCBC 2002); Mathematics andComputers in Business and Economics(MCBE 2002); Automation and Information(ICAI 2002) , Tenerife, SpainInformation: web site: http://www.wseas.org
29-31: WSEAS International Conferences onMathematical Methods and ComputationalTechniques in Electrical Engineering(MMACTEE 2002); Non-Linear Analysis,Non-Linear Systems and Chaos (NOLASC2002); Wavelet Analysis and MultirateSystems (WAMUS 2002), Athens, GreeceInformation: web site: http://www.wseas.org

5-7: 4th IMACS Symposium onMathematical Modelling, Vienna, AustriaInformation: web site:http://simtech.tuwien.ac.at/MATHMOD[For details, see EMS Newsletter 41]
5-7: 4th MATHMOD Vienna 4th IMACSSymposium on Mathematical Modelling,Vienna, AustriaInformation: e-mail: inge.troch@tuwien.ac.at, web site: http://simtech.tuwien.ac.at/MATHMOD [For details, see EMS Newsletter 44]
13-15: 4th WSEAS InternationalConferences on Neural Networks andApplications (NNA �03), Fuzzy Sets andFuzzy Systems (FSFS �03), EvolutionaryComputation (EC �03), Lanzarote Island,SpainInformation: web site: http://www.wseas.org

11-16: International Conference on GeneralControl Problems and Applications (GCP-2003), Tambov, Russia Information: e-mail: aib@tsu.tmb.ru,uaa@hmb.nnn.tstu.ru, web site: http://www.opu2003.narod.ru[For details, see EMS Newsletter 44]

May 2003

February 2003

December 2002

11-18: Conference on Topological Algebras,their Applications, and Related Topics,Bedlewo, Poland Information: e-mail: ta2003@amu.edu.pl, web site: http://main.amu.edu.pl/~ta2003[For details, see EMS Newsletter 44]
26-30: Fifth International Conference onSampling Theory and Applications(SampTA03), Strobl, Austria Topics: non-uniform sampling, numericalmethods and fast numerical algorithms, sam-pling and interpolation in spline-type spaces,effective bandwidth and noise reduction,frames, non-orthogonal expansions, andapplications, greedy algorithms and thresh-olding methods, radial basis functions,wavelet and Gabor methods in sampling theo-ry, sampling topics related to wavelet andGabor theory Call for papers: please visit the conferenceweb site (see below) Programme committee: A. Aldroubi, J. J.Benedetto, C. Berenstein, P. Butzer, P.Casazza, O. Christensen, H. G. Feichtinger, P.Ferreira, S. Godsill, K. Gröchenig, C. Heil, J.R. Higgins, A. Iske, A. J. E. M. Janssen, A.Jerri, Y. Lyubarskii, W. Madych, F. Marvasti,F. Natterer, T. Randen, M. Unser, K. Seip, R.L. Stens, B. Torresani, T. Strohmer, M.Vetterli, D. Walnut, A. Zayed, Y. Zeevi Organising committee: H. G. Feichtingerand NuHAG (Numerical Harmonic AnalysisGroup), Department of Mathematics,University of Vienna, Austria Location: Bundesinstitut fürErwachsenenbildung St. Wolfgang, Austria(www.bifeb.at) Deadline: 1 November for abstractsInformation: web site:www.univie.ac.at/NuHAG/SampTA03/ 

23-27: Workshop on Extremal GraphTheory (Miklos Simonovits is 60), LakeBalaton, Hungary Organising committee: Zoltán Füredi, ErvinGyöri, Cecilia Kulcsar, Dezsö Miklós, JánosPach, Attila Sali, Krisztian Tichler (secretary) Sponsors: János Bolyai Mathematical Society,Alfred Rényi Institute of Mathematics, PaulErdös Center of Mathematics Information: e-mail: extgr03@renyi.hu, web site: http://www.renyi.hu/~extgr03
24-27: Days on Diffraction �03, StPetersburg, Russia [preceding �Waves 2003�, 30 June - 4 July2003, Askyla, Finland,http://www.mit.jyu.fi/emsh/waves2003] Topics: mathematical and applied aspects ofvarious nature wave phenomena Format: four-day conference, including ple-nary session, parallel sessions, poster sessions Sponsors: Russian Foundation for BasicResearch, IEEE ED/MTT/AP St. PetersburgChapterProceedings: to be published Information: e-mail:grikurov@mph.phys.spbu.ru, web site: http://mph.phys.spbu.ru/DD 
25-28: 7th WSEAS CSCC InternationalMulticonference on Circuits; Systems;Communications and Computers, CorfuIsland, GreeceInformation: web site:http://www.wseas.org/conferences/2003/corfu

June 2003
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Compiled by Kathleen Quinn



Books submitted for review should be sent to the fol-lowing address:Ivan Netuka, MÚUK, Sokolovská 83, 186 75Praha 8, Czech Republic.
T. M. Atanackovic and A. Guran, Theory ofElasticity for Scientists and Engineers,Birkhäuser, Boston, 2000, 374 pp., DM 148,ISBN 0-8176-4072-X and 3-7643-4072-X. It is a challenging task to write a new text-book in the field, where so many excellenttreaties already exist, but despite that, theauthors have done a remarkably good job.This comprehensive text of 370 pages pro-vides an up-to-date presentation of most ofthe fundamental topics in the classical theoryof elasticity and its basic applications. After a clear exposition in three sections ofthe concepts of stress, strain (including thefinite strain aspects), and the elastic and ther-mo-elastic constitutive relations, Section 4presents the boundary-value problems of theelasticity, including a brief review of relevantmethods of solutions. The theoretical part ofthe book is accompanied by a description ofenergy methods in the theory of elasticity,presented in an application-oriented form(Section 7), and the basic aspects of elasticstability, with a vivid description of variouspossible definitions of stability, in Section 10. The general approach is oriented towardthe formulation and solution of problems,thus providing the reader with the necessarybackground for tackling application topics.Section 5 contains analytical solutions ofnumerous problems in two and three dimen-sions, including a solution of the classicalproblem of plane harmonic waves. Section 6is devoted to plane problems and the corre-sponding complex variable methods. Section8 deals with the plate theory, including vonKarman�s and the Reisner-Mindlin platemodels. Section 9 presents basic contactproblems. Each chapter is accompanied by anumber of nicely selected exercises. (jakr)
K. Binmore and J. Davies, Calculus:Concepts and Methods, Cambridge UniversityPress, Cambridge, 2002, 554 pp., £25.95, ISBN0-521-77541-8This is a textbook of mathematics for stu-dents of economics, and is based on lecturesgiven by the authors for several years at pres-tigious economics schools in the UK and theUSA. It covers first-year university mathemat-ical topics: linear algebra, differential andintegral calculus, and an introduction to dif-ferential equations. The material is divided into fourteen chap-ters; the applications accompanying Chapters10, 11 and 13 present a brief introduction tothe basic notions of probability and statistics.The topics are presented here in a very clearand neat way. It is shown step by step thatmathematics can model various real-life situ-ations, to forecast their course and outcome.The book not only broadens one�s mathemat-ical scope and improves one�s mathematicalskill but, even more usefully, it shows thereader how powerful are the tools that math-ematics offers, and that mathematics allowsus participate in processes where our pres-

ence is impossible: through mathematics wecan enter forbidden worlds, through mathe-matics we can see the future. Applications ineconomics are stressed, but the book leavesno doubt that mathematics is equally power-ful in other sciences. The text is accompanied by a considerablenumber of exercises, and students are strong-ly encouraged to try them. Most chapters areaccompanied by numerous applications. Thereader is supposed to have a basic knowledgeof linear algebra and functions of one vari-able. Topics that are supposed to be known,as well as the more challenging ones, aremarked for the reader�s convenience. Fewpages have no diagrams, graphs or figures. Atthe end are hints and solutions to the starredexercises. Although the book contains no for-mal definitions, theorems or proofs, it is agenuine mathematical textbook showing howand why the explained methods and conceptswork. One hardly can imagine a better text-book of this type. (jdr) 
R. Blei, Analysis in Integer and FractionalDimensions, Cambridge Studies in AdvancedMathematics 71, Cambridge University Press,Cambridge, 2001, 556 pp., £65, ISBN 0-521-65084-4 This book is a comprehensive exposition ofa subject that mixes harmonic analysis, func-tional analysis and probability theory. In con-trast with classical, linear functional analysis,the issues studied in this book are multi-lin-ear. Starting from inequalities and otherresults on Cartesian and tensor products, thefocus is extended to objects which can havefractional dimension. Here the notion ofdimension is much different from (e.g.)Hausdorff dimension. The combinatorialdimension, used through the book, describesthe degree of freedom of the set. Roughlyspeaking, a typical object of combinatorialdimension k in Xn is the graph of a map f fromXk to Xn-k. The exposition, after a historical prologue,begins with inequalities in multi-dimensionalanalysis, including Khintchin�s, Littlewood�sand Orlicz�s inequality, and particularlyGrothendieck�s inequality. The multi-dimen-sional extensions of this inequality are stud-ied later. Grothendieck�s factorisation theo-rem gives a representation of a bilinear func-tional on the product of two spaces of contin-uous functions. Multi-dimensional measuretheory, studying Fréchet measures (separate-ly countably additive set functions on productof algebras), is developed. The treatment ofharmonic analysis on {�1, 1}N includes theWalsh system, p-Sidon sets and variousinequalities. A multi-dimensional version ofGrothendieck�s inequality is derived, andproducts of Fréchet measures are investigat-ed. Then the exposition turns to probabilitytheory. The Wiener process and subsequentchaos processes are studied from the point ofview of the theme of the book. A general classof processes called integrators is investigated,in connection with stochastic integration andFréchet measures. Then fractional-dimen-sional Cartesian products are constructed

and combinatorial dimension is studied.Finally, further applications and connectionsare presented and perspectives of the fieldare discussed. The exposition is clear and self contained.Each chapter ends with many exercises, andnumerous open problems are mentionedthroughout. Starting from significant resultson Grothendieck-type inequalities and thesolution of the p-Sidon set problem, theauthor develops a nice part of analysis andintroduces natural new notions such as com-binatorial dimension and fractional Cartesianproduct. This book is directed at the widemathematical community and other scientistsinterested in mathematical methods. In par-ticular, the book can be used as a textbook forgraduate students. (jama)
A. A. Borichev and N. K. Nikolski (eds.),Systems, Approximation, Singular IntegralOperators, and Related Topics, IWOTA 2000,Operator Theory Advances and Applications 129,Birkhäuser, Basel, 2001, 527 pp., DM 304,ISBN 3-7643-6645-1 All twenty papers in these Proceedings areexpanded versions of lectures delivered at the11th workshop named above, held atBordeaux in June 2000. Since at least sevencontributions are surveys, the book gives non-experts a good review of the current state ofoperator theory and its relation to complexfunction theory and harmonic analysis, partsof system theory (including stochastic con-trol), spectral perturbations and applicationsto differential equations and mathematicalphysics. The other papers have the characterof research reports, but also contain longintroductory sections. All contributions arepresented at postgraduate level and can berecommended to those whose interests areconnected with modern operator theory.Experts will find here many new results andnew insights, together with non-obviousinternal relations. The book is well printed.(jmil)
J. J. Callahan, The Geometry of Spacetime,Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics, Springer,New York, 2000, 451 pp., DM 98, ISBN 0-387-98641-3 This book gives a unified picture of specialand general relativity in geometric terms. It isaddressed mainly to a mathematical audienceand assumes only a basic preliminary knowl-edge of mathematics (some calculus and lin-ear algebra of matrices, mainly of size 2×2).The physical sources of special relativity arediscussed with great care. The book starts with a detailed discussionof basic notions, beginning with the conceptof spacetime. (It illustrates this with amusingreprints of old train timetables.) Then it pro-ceeds with a thorough, clearly written (butstill elementary) discussion of the principlesof special relativity. Most of the book is thendevoted to an introduction to general relativ-ity, starting with a discussion of arbitrarycoordinate frames and the equivalence prin-ciple. The author explains carefully, but at anelementary level, more advanced and techni-cal notions from differential geometry, start-ing with Euler�s theorema egregium and otherresults of intrinsic geometry. Finally, afterdeveloping the necessary geometric notions,the author presents the basic facts of generalrelativity: equations of motion, vacuum-fieldequations, matter-field equations, andexplains some famous consequences of gen-eral relativity. 
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Recent booksRecent booksedited by Ivan Netuka and Vladimír Sou³ek



In this book, great care has been taken tomake the subject accessible to an undergrad-uate with only a very basic knowledge ofmathematics. The more advanced topicsneeded for relativity theory are developed inan understandable way. Interesting historicalreminiscences, good organisation, cleargraphical presentation, many illustrationsand a careful presentation make the readingof the book really enjoyable. The only imper-fection I found was an extra �n� in a referenceto the treatise by Dubrov(n)in, Fomenko andNovikov. (mzahr)
A. Carbone and S. Semmes, A GraphicApology for Symmetry and Implicitness, OxfordMathematical Monographs, 2000, 501 pp.,£69.50, ISBN 0-19-850729-1 This book aims broadly to confirm that�complicated objects, which admit compara-tively short descriptions, have some kind ofcompensating internal symmetry�. This phi-losophy is approached via mathematical logicin a way different from Kolmogorov com-plexity (called, by the authors, �middleground�), which is related to a more syntacti-cal approach such as �cut-elimination� andrecursive aspects of computational complexi-ty. Most of the book is devoted to graphicalmodels and the study of �visibility graphs�(trees generated by the reachability relation). The authors are motivated by formal prooftheory and by geometry: these connectionsare the most interesting part of the book. Thelanguage and terminology are sometimesunusual � for example, Chapter 2 discusses�morphisms in logic� and Chapter 10 �map-pings and graphs�, while only for algebras dothey reserve the usual term �homomor-phisms�. In many places one finds ad hoc ter-minology and notation (for example, com-plete graphs are denoted by Ck). The combi-natorial part is mostly easy, but suffers fromcomplicated concepts and notation: oneexpects more elegance at this level of gener-ality. Yet the topic is interesting and this iscertainly one of the first treatments of theseproblems, which deserve more attention.(jne�)
C. Casacuberta et al. (eds.), EuropeanCongress of Mathematics, Barcelona, July 10-14, 2000, I, II, Progress in Mathematics 201,202, Birkhäuser, Basel, 2001, 582 and 641 pp.,DM 224 and 224, ISBN 3-7643-6417-3, 3-7643-6419-X and ISBN 3-7643-6418-1, 3-7643-6419-XThis two-volume set of Proceedings givesan overview of the state of the art in manyfields of mathematics at the end of the twen-tieth century. Volume I includes speechesdelivered at the opening and closing cere-monies, the list of lectures, and brief sum-maries of the work of the prizewinners.Articles by eight plenary speakers and 27 par-allel speakers also appear here. Volume IIincludes eight articles by prizewinners (S.Alesker, R. Cerf, D. Joyce, V. Lafforgue, M.McQuillan, S. Nemirovski, P. Seidel and W.Werner) and articles presented at variousmini-symposia: computer algebra (5 articles),curves over finite fields and codes (6), freeboundary problems (9), mathematicalfinance: theory and practice (5), quantumchaology (4), quantum computing (1), stringtheory and M-theory (5), symplectic and con-tact geometry and Hamiltonian dynamics (7)and wavelet applications in signal processing(6). These Proceedings will be of interest to all

professional mathematicians and is warmlyrecommended as a guide to a large part ofcontemporary mathematicians. (in)
A. Deitmar, A First Course in HarmonicAnalysis, Universitext, Springer, New York,2002, 151 pp., EUR 44,95, ISBN 0-387-95375-2 The author�s aim is to provide beginnerswith a short introduction to the basic facts ofharmonic analysis. It differs from other simi-lar texts: it does not use Lebesgue integraland requires only understanding of metricspaces � no abstract topology is needed. Thematerial is chosen and organised in such away that almost everything is proved. In the first fifty pages the author presentsthe necessary elementary facts on Fourierseries and Fourier transforms, together withthe elements of Hilbert spaces, using ideas ofRiemann integration only. Later the author isless strict: special cases of the dominated con-vergence theorem and the monotone conver-gence theorem are proved for an integralover the real line. This means that some lesselementary tools are used: the �first Rudin� isan appropriate background. Generalisedsums are used, Haar integration and thegamma function are introduced in a few lines.For a deeper understanding of the contentsof the book, one needs additional sources; onthe other hand, for a first acquaintance withharmonic analysis, this short text is useful.(jive)
C. Faber, G. van der Geer and F. Oort (eds.),Moduli of Abelian Varieties, Progress inMathematics 195, Birkhäuser, Basel, 2001, 518pp., DM 196, ISBN 3-7643-6517-X This book is based on material presentedduring the 3rd Texel Conference on Moduliof Algebraic Varieties, held in April 1999, butsome articles here are unrelated to lectures atthe conference. It consists of seventeen con-tributions: the main topics are moduli spacesof higher-dimensional abelian varieties, theircompactifications, and links with other fieldssuch as algebraic groups, representation the-ory and number theory. There are two longerreview papers � one on Mumford�s uniformi-sation and Neron models of Jacobians ofsemistable curves over complete rings (by F.Andreatta), and the other on stratification ofmoduli space of abelian varieties (by F. Oort).Other contributions include a paper by Yu.Manin on mirror symmetry and quantisationof Abelian varieties, containing a discussionof various aspects of commutative and non-commutative geometry of tori and abelianvarieties and quantisation of abelian varieties.A paper by A. Beilinson and A. Polishchukshows that Fourier transform on the Jacobianof a curve interchanges �-function� on thecurve and the theta-divisor, the Torelli theo-rem being an easy consequence. Most of thecontributions present results for modulispaces in positive characteristics. This book can be recommended particular-ly to algebraic geometers and number theo-rists interested in the theory of moduli spacesof abelian varieties and related topics. (jbu)
H. M. Farkas and I. Kra, Theta Constants,Riemann Surfaces and the Modular Group,Graduate Studies in Mathematics 37, AmericanMathematical Society, Providence, 2001, 531 pp.,US$69, ISBN 0-8218-1392-7 The subtitle �An introduction with applica-tion to uniformisation theorems, partitionidentities and combinatorial number theory�

shows the main direction developed in thisbook. It contains applications and connec-tions between the theory of Riemann surfacesto some directions of combinatorial numbertheory, mainly centred around representa-tions of integers as sums of elements of cer-tain arithmetical sequences. The early chapters deal mainly with thetheory of functions on Riemann surfaces(such as theta functions and theta identities,meromorphic functions and differentials, andparticular cases of modular curves). Thereader then meets such topics as properties ofthe partition function, the j-function,Ramanujan congruences, the relation ofLambert and Euler series and continued frac-tions to theta functions. The book is writtenin a very clear and readable style and willinterest anyone concerned with such classicaltopics as theta functions, modular groups andcurves, the application of uniformisation the-orems, etc. The authors supply many exam-ples. The book contains new material notpublished elsewhere, and can be warmly rec-ommended to readers interested in thesebeautiful applications of classical functiontheory. (�por)
Y. Félix, S. Halperin and J.-C. Thomas,Rational Homotopy Theory, Graduate Texts inMathematics 205, Springer, New York, 2001,535 pp., DM 119, ISBN 0-387-95068-0For over twenty years rational homotopytheory has been a well-established part oftopology, and the above authors have sub-stantially contributed to its development, afact that guarantees the top quality of thismonograph. We remark that rational homotopy pro-vides us with less information than the ordi-nary homotopy, but this drawback is highlycompensated by the possibility of nice con-crete computations that can be performedwithin the framework of rational homotopy,using various types of models. This phenom-enon makes the book attractive even for spe-cialists in other parts of mathematics and forgraduate students. (The techniques fromrational homotopy theory have been success-fully applied in local commutative algebra,for example). The book is very carefully written and theauthors have tried to make it as self-con-tained as possible. As a result, the necessaryprerequisites are quite modest: basic factsfrom general topology, homology and coho-mology, homotopy groups, and some linearalgebra. But generally, this book is a basicmonograph on rational homotopy theory.Compared with others, it seems to be themost compact, most complete and most mod-ern, and is good for references. Many resultshave new, or shorter, proofs, and every chap-ter is followed by exercises. The book covers the central part of rationalhomotopy theory, without extensions andgeneralisations. The authors limit themselvesto simply connected spaces, even when mostof the results hold also for spaces with nilpo-tent fundamental group: since it is a topologybook, the above-mentioned results in localcommutative algebra are not included. Butreaders interested in other parts of rationalhomotopy theory can find relevant referencesin the introduction. This book can be strong-ly recommended. (jiva)
G. Fischer, Plane Algebraic Curves, StudentMathematical Library 15, American MathematicalSociety, Providence, 2001, 231 pp., US$35,
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ISBN 0-8218-2122-9 The aim of this book is to describe (real orcomplex) algebraic curves from the point ofview of basic algebraic geometry and invari-ant theory. In Chapters 1-5, the geometry ofalgebraic curves (tangents, singularities,inflection points, etc.) is reviewed from anelementary viewpoint: the theory of resul-tants is used as the main technical tool fordealing with intersection theory. This partculminates in Bezout�s theorem on the num-ber of intersection points of two algebraiccurves and the Plücker formulas describingthe relation between geometric invariants of agiven curve and its dual curve. Chapters 6-8introduce local complex analysis � the theoryof convergent power series and holomorphicfunctions of several complex variables: theemphasis is on the study of properties of thering of convergent power series. In the lastchapter, the local parametrisations consid-ered so far are patched together to form theRiemann surface of an algebraic curve. Thispart contains classical nineteenth-centuryresults, such as the Riemann-Hurwitz andgenus formulas. This book contains the classical material onthe algebraic geometry of algebraic curvesand should serve as a good source for readerswishing to become acquainted with this topic.(pso)
M. Foreman, A. S. Kechris, A. Louveau andB. Weiss (eds.), Descriptive Set Theory andDynamical Systems, London MathematicalSociety Lecture Note Series 277, CambridgeUniversity Press, Cambridge, 2000, 291 pp.,£27.95, ISBN 0-521-78644The aim of this book is to present inter-connections between descriptive set theoryand the theory of dynamical systems. It con-sists of survey papers on ergodic theory ofnon-singular transformations (J. Aaronson),recurrence theorems in ergodic theory (V.Bergelson), cocycles for non-singular groupactions (S. Bezuglyi), and the structure theoryof minimal dynamical systems (E. Glasner).The role of cocycles in generic topologicaldynamics is investigated by V. Ya. Golodets,V. M. Kulagin and S. D. Sinel�shchikov, whileM. Foreman�s paper includes an introductionto descriptive set theory of Polish spaces andergodic theory. Connections between thesetwo fields are also presented: A. S. Kechrisdeals with actions of Polish groups from thepoint of view of descriptive set theory, andshows some of the main methods used in thisarea (Baire category arguments and changingtopology technique). A. B. Ramsay�s paper isdevoted to Polish groupoids. The book con-cludes with B. Weiss on generic dynamics.(mzel)
M. Geck and G. Pfeiffer, Characters of FiniteCoxeter Groups and Iwahori-Hecke Algebras,London Mathematical Society Monographs NewSeries 21, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 2000, 446pp., £65, ISBN 0-19-850250-8 As its title indicates, the authors developthe theory of conjugacy classes and irre-ducible characters for finite Coxeter groupsand the associated Iwahori-Hecke algebras.Finite Coxeter groups are generated byreflections, and the Iwahori-Hecke algebrasare introduced as certain quotients of thegroup algebra of the braid group (universalmonoids related to Matsumoto�s theorem).Based on earlier results of Michel and theauthors, they develop a new way to classifyconjugacy classes of a finite Coxeter group in

terms of parabolic subgroups and cuspidalclasses. The book contains a clear introduc-tion to the character theory of finite Coxetergroups and their description using inductionof characters from parabolic subgroups. Afterdeveloping the structural theory of theIwahori-Hecke algebras, the reader will findformulas for the determination of values ofthe irreducible characters for each series ofirreducible Coxeter groups, and methods forcomputing generic degrees and charactertables of generic Iwahori-Hecke algebras. The book is written so that each chaptercan be read independently, with a compre-hensive introduction and ending with biblio-graphical remarks and exercises. The appen-dix contains tables of exceptional types. It iswritten in an engaging and intelligible style,and is well structured and clearly printed.(�por)
Hai-Tao Cai and Jian-Ke Lu, MathematicalTheory in Periodic Plane Elasticity, AsianMathematical Series 4, Gordon and Breach,Amsterdam, 2000, 153 pp., US$58, ISBN 90-5699-242-2 This monograph is a detailed exposition ofperiodic boundary-value problems in planeelasticity, solved by methods of complex vari-ables, and most of the contents arise fromresearch of the authors. The theory is illus-trated by a number of analytically solvedexamples. In the most general case, thestresses are assumed to be periodic and thedisplacement to be quasi-periodic. Periodicwelding problems are studied by reducingthem to periodic Riemann boundary-valueproblems. Various periodic problems of elas-tic half-space are treated and solved by reduc-tion to the Riemann-Hilbert boundary-valueproblems with discontinuous coefficients.Periodic crack problems are solved by trans-forming them to singular integral equations,and in addition, doubly-periodic problemsare briefly examined. A good knowledge oftheory of linear elasticity and complex analy-sis is necessary. (jakr)
D. Haskell, A. Pillay and C. Steinhorn(eds.), Model Theory, Algebra, and Geometry,Mathematical Sciences Research InstitutePublications 39, Cambridge University Press,Cambridge, 2000, 227 pp., £30, ISBN 0-521-78068-3 This book contains nine contributions onthree main topics: model theory of fields,dimension theory and geometry. The firstpaper contains an introduction to elementarymodel theory, and the next three articles aredevoted to model theory of classical, differen-tial and difference fields. It is shown how dif-ferential fields enter into Hrushovski�smodel-theoretic proof of the Mordell-Langconjecture for function fields of characteristic0. The fifth and sixth chapters are devoted todimension theory, an analysis of complexityof definable sets based on Morlay rank illu-minated by a pregeometry given by model-theoretic dependence. The discussion alsoincludes the important notions of minimality,o-minimality, etc. The last three papers are�geometric�, indicating applications of modeltheory to various types of geometry (algebra-ic, analytic, diophantine, p-adic). Theyinclude, for example, results describingbehaviour semialgebraic and subanalytic sets.The book refers to a wide variety of types ofmodel theory (such as quantifier elimination,stability, forking or simplicity) and containssome illuminating discussions of open prob-

lems. It is a useful source for graduate stu-dents and researchers. (jmlè)
T. Hawkins, Emergence of the Theory of LieGroups, Sources and Studies in the History ofMathematics and Physical Sciences, Springer,New York, 2000, 564 pp., DM 159, ISBN 0-387-98963-3This book presents the history of Lie grouptheory from 1869 to 1926. It is divided intofour parts, each being connected with nameof a leading mathematician of the period. The first part is devoted to the geometricand analytic origins of theory of continuoustransformations groups created by S. Lie. Inthe second part, the central figure is W.Killing, who discovered the main conceptsand principal results of the structure and clas-sification of semisimple Lie algebras. Thethird part is devoted to representation theoryof semisimple Lie algebras, with É. Cartan asthe main personality. The last part describesthe fundamental role played by H. Weyl, whocompleted earlier work and opened new waysfor further research. Much comment andexplanation on the development of the theo-ry can be found throughout the book, such asa description of the key role played by F.Klein in the development of relationsbetween group theory and geometry (theErlangen programme), the letters exchangedby W. Killing and F. Engel showing the prac-tical background to the evolution of the theo-ry. Other mathematicians influencing the ori-gins of the subject were members of the Lieschool (E. Study, G. Fano, A. Cayley and G.Kowalewski) and mathematicians from theGöttingen school of D. Hilbert (H. Minkowskiand E. Schmidt, among others). The impor-tant theory of characters was developed by G.Frobenius and A. Hurwitz, while the theory ofinvariants was extended by I. Schur and A.Ostrowski. The end of the book discusses therole of Lie groups and representation theoryin the discovery of the theory of relativity, thisperiod being connected with the names of H.Weyl and A. Einstein. The concept of symme-try contributed to fundamental ideas in theevolution of mathematics and physics, andrepresentation theory was the languagedeveloped for its efficient application. Thebeginning of the theory described in the bookforms a basis for further enormous evolutionduring the last century. The book will be useful for a wide variety ofmathematicians and physicists, for students,researchers and anybody interested in thehistory and philosophy of science. (jbu)
T. Hida, R. L. Karandikar, H. Kunita, B. S.Rajput, S. Watanabe and J. Xiong (eds.),Stochastics in Finite and Infinite Dimensions,Trends in Mathematics, Birkhäuser, Boston,2001, 410 pp., DM 238, ISBN 0-8176-4137-8and 3-7643-4137-8 In this book, a number of leading expertshave written research articles highlightingprogress and new directions in diverse areasrelated to Kallianpur�s former pioneeringand influential work. The list of these areas isimpressive: non-linear prediction and filter-ing problems, consistent estimation, controltheory, solutions to SDE and SPDE and theirnumerical approximations, random iterationof quadratic maps, Feynman integrals, diffu-sions in infinite dimensions, reproducing ker-nel Hilbert space theory and 0-1 laws forGaussian processes, fractional Brownianmotion, Chern-Simons integral, and, recent-ly, stochastic finance, stochastic fluid mechan-
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ics and environmental pollution problems. Contributors to the volume presented theirwork at a special conference, held inKallianpur�s honor in Calcutta in December2000. The book includes a nice biographicalarticle by B. V. Rao and a list of Kallianpur�spublications. This book should find its placein the library of any probabilist and mathe-matician with an interest in the rapidly devel-oping areas of probability reflected in thisvolume. (mzah)
G. James and M. Liebeck, Representationsand Characters of Groups, 2nd edn.,Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2001,458 pp., £24.95, ISBN 0-521-00392-X This is a beautiful well-balanced introduc-tion to representations and characters offinite groups over the complex field, suitablefor advanced undergraduate and beginninggraduate students. Written in a style similarto Ledermann�s book, the reader becomesacquainted with all basic results, with the pos-sible exception of the representations of sym-metric groups. The pace is leisurely(Maschke�s theorem is on page 70, forinstance), but steady. Frequent explanations,going beyond the proofs, offer an earlyinsight into the theory, and the solved exer-cises and summary at the end of every chap-ter are also of great help. Most of the materi-al is developed in terms of modules, ratherthan matrices, but once characters are intro-duced they become the focus of the book.The authors methodically construct charactertables and show how they shed light on thesubgroup structure (simplicity, normal sub-groups, commutators, involutions, etc.) of thegroup in question. No mention is made offields other than R and C.The reviewer enjoyed the expositiontremendously and strongly recommends thisalready popular book both as a textbook andfor self-study. The second edition containstwo new chapters, on character tables ofGL(2,q) and on characters of permutationgroups. More space is devoted to real repre-sentations and to the use of character theorywithin the classification of finite simplegroups. (ad)
M. Kapovich, Hyperbolic Manifolds andDiscrete Groups, Progress in Mathematics 183,Birkhäuser, Boston, 2001, 467 pp., DM 168,ISBN 0-8176-3904-7 and 3-7643-3904-7 This book presents the first complete proofof the Thurston hyperbolisation theorem(also called �the Big Monster�), which can bestated as follows. If M is a compact atoroidalHaken 3-manifold with zero Euler character-istic, then the interior of M admits a completehyperbolic metric of finite volume. This theo-rem establishes a strong link between thegeometry and topology of 3-manifolds andthe algebra of discrete subgroups of the isom-etry group of hyperbolic three-dimensionalspace, and several further interesting conse-quences can easily be deduced. A short histo-ry of Thurston�s theorem is presented andvarious ingredients of its proof are discussed.For the proof, it was necessary to collectmaterial from different parts of mathematics:geometry and topology of 3-manifolds,geometry of hyperbolic space, Kleiniangroups, orbifold theory, etc.: the book canthus be used as a nice textbook on these top-ics. The book is self-contained and includesmany examples, exercises and open prob-lems for further research. It can be used

either as a textbook for advanced seminars oras a good and comprehensive reference. (jbu)
A. Khrennikov, Superanalysis, Mathematicsand its Applications 470, Kluwer AcademicPublishers, Dordrecht, 1999, 347 pp., ISBN 0-7923-5607-1This book is devoted to one of the possiblemathematical formulations of superspace andsupersymmetry, introduced and developedby physicists during recent decades. Theapproach used here closely follows the origi-nal ideas of Schwinger from the 1950s. Theaim is to develop calculus on a superspace,similar to Newton�s original differential cal-culus. The basic setting closely follows theideas of V. S. Vladimirov and I. V. Volovich inthe 1980s, and their approach is summarisedin the first chapter, which introduces thebasic notions of a (super)-commutative super-algebra (CSA) and a superspace over it: themain examples are various subalgebras of aninfinite-dimensional Grassmann algebra overa unital associative commutative algebra. Thetopology on such a CSA is supposed to begiven by a norm, and a superspace is thendefined as a finite product of even and oddsparts of the appropriate Banach CSA. In thissetting, an analogue of standard differentialand integral calculus in Banach spaces isdeveloped. The next chapters contain a sys-tematic exposition of the theory of gener-alised functions and the theory of pseudodif-ferential operators and probability theory ona superspace, as developed by the author inthe early 1990s. There is also a chapter onnon-Archimedean superanalysis. The last twochapters describe the author�s ideas on possi-ble generalisations to non-commutative basicalgebra and possible applications to theoreti-cal physics. At the end of each chapter (as wellas in the text itself), the author formulatesmay open questions and problems, indicatingthat the theory is far from being finished. (vs)
J. Koslowski and A. Melton (eds.),Categorical Perspectives, Trends inMathematics, Birkhäuser, Boston, 2001, 281 pp.,DM 196, ISBN 0-8176-4186-6 and 3-7643-4186-6The book may be considered as the pro-ceedings of a conference on category theoryheld at Kent State University in August 1998in honour of George E. Strecker�s 60th birth-day, and also contains introductory chaptersto category theory and expository papers.The research papers are devoted to interplayof category theory and topology, but thereare also papers of an algebraic or combinato-rial nature. An overview of Strecker�s researchin categorical topology is included, with anumber of references. In any case, oneshould consult Strecker�s seven paragraphsentitled �10 Rules for surviving as a mathe-matician and teacher�. (rb)
K.-Y. Lam, I. Sharplinski, H. Wang and C.Xing (eds.), Cryptography andComputational Theory, Progress in ComputerScience and Applied Logic 20, Birkhäuser, Basel,2001, 378 pp., DM 196, ISBN 3-7643-6510-2This volume contains the refereed pro-ceedings of a Workshop on Cryptographyand Computational Number Theory held inSingapore in 1999, designed to stimulate col-laboration and active interaction betweenmathematicians, computer scientists, practi-cal cryptographers and engineers in acade-mia, industry and government. The paperscover various topics: new cryptographic sys-

tems and protocols, new attacks on the exist-ing cryptosystems, new cryptographic para-digms such as visual and audio cryptography,pseudorandom number generator andstream ciphers, primality proving and integerfactorisation, fast algorithms, cryptographicaspects of the theory of elliptic and highergenus curves, polynomials over finite fields,and analytical number theory. Several paperssurvey current number theoretic researchareas significant to cryptography, while oth-ers describe original results and new ideas.(jtu)
Ch. Laurent-Thiébaut, Théorie des fonctionsholomorphes de plusieurs variables,Mathématiques, EDP Sciences, Les Ulis, 1997,244 pp., FRF 280, ISBN 2-7296-0660-2 and 2-271-05501-6 This book is based on lectures to advancedundergraduate and postgraduate students atUniversity of Grenoble, and offers an intro-duction to the modern theory of several com-plex variables. It starts with standard basicfacts on holomorphic functions of severalvariables, complex manifolds, differentialforms in a complex setting and the Dolbeaultcomplex. The author also introduces a mod-ern language of currents and defines theirKronecker index; these notions are needed inthe rest of the book. The main tools used are certain integralformulae. First is the Bochner-Martinelli ker-nel and its generalisation to differentialforms, discovered by Koppelman; this isimmediately used to show the exactness ofthe Dolbeault complex for forms with com-pact support, as well as the regularity of theCR operator. The author then introduces CRfunctions on the boundary of boundeddomains and proves the Bochner theoremand theorems on extensions for CR func-tions; these theorems are then extended to acomplex manifold setting, using the Cauchy-Fantappie formula. The next two chaptersare devoted to the classical ideas surroundingdomains of holomorphy and pseudoconvexi-ty: the Levi problem is discussed first in Cn,and then on complex manifolds, and the finalchapter is devoted to removable singularitiesfor CR functions. Three appendices sum-marise the facts needed on manifolds, differ-ential forms, their integration and Stokes�theorem, sheaf cohomology and functionalanalysis. The book is very well written and nicelyorganised and presents the basic facts of thetheory in a reasonable number of pages. Briefcomments at the ends of individual chaptersare helpful and the bibliography containsonly basic references. The book is a usefuladdition to the already rich literature on thesubject. (vs)
P. Le Calvez, Décomposition des difféomor-phismes du tore en applications déviant laverticale, Mémoires de la Société Mathématiquede France 79, SMF, Paris, 1999, 148 pp., FRF150, ISBN 2-85629-080-9This book studies the properties of fixedpoints and periodic orbits of diffeomor-phisms of the torus, homotopic to the identi-ty. A diffeomorphism F of the two-dimen-sional torus T can be written as a compositionof an even number (2n) of positive and nega-tive twist maps; such a decomposition,together with a lift f of F to the plane, inducesa certain vector field on a suitable 2n-dimen-sional manifold. The main topic of the book is a study of sin-
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gularities of this vector field and their rela-tions to the set of fixed points of F, which arelifted to fixed points of f. An appendix (writ-ten jointly with J.-M. Gambaudo) gives analternative proof of certain results of J. Frankon the existence of periodic orbits (with arbi-trarily large periods) for area-preserving dif-feomorphisms of the closed annulus havingat least one fixed point. This book will be ofinterest to mathematicians working in thefield. (vs)
L. Lipshitz and Z. Robinson, Rings ofSeparated Power Series and Quasi-AffinoidGeometry, Astérisque 264, Société Mathématiquede France Paris, 2000, 171 pp., FRF 250, ISBN2-85629-084-1The main topic of this book is rigid analyt-ic geometry over an ultrametric field K, basedon the commutative algebra of power seriesrings Sm,n. The first chapter is the longest(more than 100 pages), and contains the firstsystematic treatment of the ring Sm,n of sepa-rated power series and the local theory ofquasi-affinoid varieties. The results collectedin the first part are then used in the nextthree chapters (about 20 pages each). Themain results of Chapter 2 are elimination the-orems and their applications to the theory ofsub-analytic sets. In Chapter 3, the authorsdefine a category of quasi-affinoid varietiesand build the fundamentals of a sheaf theory:the main result here is the quasi-affinoidacyclicity theorem. Chapter 4 (written by Z.Robinson) contains a rigid analytic approxi-mation theorem, linking properties of affi-noid and quasi-affinoid algebras. (vs)
M. Lothaire, Combinatorics on Words,Cambridge Mathematical Library, 1997, 238 pp.,£17.95, ISBN 0-521-59924-5 and 0-201-13516-7 The field of combinatorics on words hasdeveloped immensely since the appearanceof Lothaire�s first book (Combinatorics onWords, 1983). The present book will be wel-comed by many mathematicians because itprovides a unified exposition of variousimportant topics that were previously avail-able mainly in journals. Many results are pre-sented together in a broader algebraic frame-work. An introductory chapter includes the basicsof automata theory and topics on generatingseries and symbolic dynamical systems. Eachsubsequent chapter is self-contained and cov-ers important basic results before turning tomore advanced material. This makes thebook suitable for introductory reading, aswell as a possible teaching text that can beused at the advanced undergraduate level.Each chapter ends with problems, rangingfrom easy exercises to difficult open ques-tions, and notes provide the necessary biblio-graphical and historical background. Thetopics range from a deep treatment of classi-cal subjects to theories that did not appear inthe previous book. Among the most basic top-ics are codes (enriched by w-codes) and peri-odicity, while the other end of the spectrumcan be represented by a rather specialisedcombinatorial subject of sesquipowers. Anexposition of independent systems of equa-tions concentrates around the defect effectand the compactness property: these notionsare then considered with respect to generalsemigroups. Then there is unavoidability � anarea with many beautiful results; in thePreface the authors state that a pattern isunavoidable if there exist infinitely many

words that do not encounter this pattern: thisis a mistake, since in this way one defines anavoidable pattern. Two chapters are dedicat-ed to the combinatorial properties of permu-tations that are considered as words; thistopic includes statistics on words. The basicsof q-calculus are also explained and applied.One chapter is devoted to Makanin�s algo-rithm, designed to determine whether a wordequation with constants has a solution; thealgorithm is very complicated and this treat-ment is probably the best available. Recently,new approaches to this area have appeared,and this chapter can thus be regarded as anexposition of a classical theory. An algebraicgeneralisation of words to polynomials andpower series is suitable for the study of com-mutation properties. The most elementaryconnection between words and number theo-ry is that of the positional number system. Aninteresting modification of this classicalnotion appears when an arbitrary real istaken for the base. The resulting b-expan-sions have many nice properties that aredescribed in the second part of the chapter.Sturmian words form an attractive topic thathas aroused much interest in recent decades.One chapter deals with the plactic monoid,which is the algebraic structure found behindYoung tableaux; this theory has many signifi-cant applications in various areas. This is an excellent book, essential for any-body working in the field. Although writtenby several authors, who constitute the collec-tive author M. Lothaire, the book makes asurprisingly compact impression. As alreadymentioned, it has all prerequisites for animportant reference tool. (ad, �h)
J. McCleary, A User�s Guide to SpectralSequences, Cambridge Studies in AdvancedMathematics 58, Cambridge University Press,Cambridge, 2001, 561 pp., £21.95, ISBN 0-521-56141-8 and 0-521-56759-9 The spectral sequence is a rather compli-cated algebraic structure needed for dealingwith topological problems. The book is con-sequently divided into three parts. The firstpart, Algebra, presents the fundaments of fil-tered differential graded algebras and mod-ules, exact couples and double complexes, inthe framework of homological algebra; it alsogives a gentle introduction to the first quad-rant spectral sequence, its convergence andvarious comparison theorems. The secondpart, Topology, deals with applications of thespectral sequence in homotopy theory, withan account of Leray-Serre, Eilenberg-Moore,Cartan-Leray, Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre,Bockstein, Adams, and many other spectralsequences. More advanced topics includenilpotent spaces, the homology of groups andH-spaces. The third part, Sins and Omissions,provides a concise list of examples and appli-cations of spectral sequences in other branch-es of mathematics, such as commutative alge-bra, algebraic geometry, algebraic K-theory,analysis, and even mathematical physics. Aparticularly nice feature of the book is that itcontains many explicitly solved examples, aswell as many exercises. (pso)
R. R. Phelps, Lectures on Choquet�s Theorem,2nd edn., Lecture Notes in Mathematics 1757,Springer, Berlin, 2001, 124 pp., DM 49,11,ISBN 3-540-41834-2This is the second edition of Phelps� mono-graph, originally published by Van Nostrandin 1966. The present text is a somewhatrevised and expanded version of the first edi-

tion and provides a very readable introduc-tion to Choquet theory and its applications.Let us describe the main additions in thesecond edition. As an application of theChoquet-Bishop-de Leeuv theorem,Haydon�s theorem on an extreme point crite-rion for separability of a dual Banach space isproved. Chapters 9 and 11 are new: Korovkinsets in C(X) are characterised in Chapter 9,which gives an abstract and elegant approachto Korovkin�s theorem, while in Chapter 11,properties of the resultant map are studiedand a selection theorem of M. Rao and G.Vincent-Smith is proved. The final chapter, Additional Topics, isexpanded. It contains a survey of recent liter-ature, as well as five new sections on topicsnot covered in the first edition: the Poulsensimplex, a geometrical characterisation ofsimplices, faces and Edward�s separation the-orem, unique representations in the complexcases and Choquet theorems for non-com-pact sets. No proofs are included, but resultsare stated and explained and references areprovided. The list of references in the bookhas increased from 38 items to 83, but unfor-tunately, the page references in the index areincorrect. The book will be appreciated by a broadmathematical community and is warmly rec-ommended, especially to mathematiciansinterested in modern analysis. (in)
A. O. Pittenger, An Introduction to QuantumComputing Algorithms, Progress in ComputerScience and Applied Logic 19, Birkhäuser, Boston,2000, 138 pp., DM 98, ISBN 0-8176-4127-0In the field of quantum computing, thereare two major parts � the theory of quantumcomputing and an implementation (realisa-tion) of quantum computers: both are basedon quantum mechanics. But quantummechanics has two faces as well � the physicaltheory, describing certain part of physicalworld, and the mathematical theory, whichhas its own structure and rules and is notdirectly related to real world. The present book is a purely mathematicalpresentation, written for computer scientists.It is a brief and very clearly written introduc-tion to quantum computing algorithms, con-taining only the strictly necessary parts of themathematics of quantum theory. In the firstchapter, there is a simplest possible descrip-tion of the states of a quantum computer(qubits) and the operations used to transformthese states (unitary transformations): this isthe basis of a (mathematical) quantum theorywhich uses finite-dimensional complexHilbert spaces and unitary operators actingon them. In the second chapter, elementaryinstruments used in quantum computing areintroduced: tensor products of Hilbertspaces, quantum gates and quantum subrou-tines, including a teleportation circuit. Thebasic strategy of quantum computing � quan-tum parallelism based on the superpositionprinciple � is introduced. Quantum algo-rithms, such as the Deutsch-Jozsa, Simons,Grower and Shors algorithms, are describedin Chapter 3, where there is also a descriptionof the finite Fourier transform; this main partof the book is written in a clear algorithm-ori-ented style. Each algorithm is written as asequence of steps and the procedure is thenanalysed. Each quantum algorithm containsunitary and projection parts, and both areclearly defined. The last chapter contains atopic usually omitted from brief descriptionsof quantum computing � quantum error-cor-
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recting codes. The importance of automaticerror-correction for the construction of com-puters is well known. In the construction of aquantum computer, the construction oferror-correcting codes is the first necessity.The treatment is purely mathematical andincludes a discussion of the theory of abstractquantum error-correcting codes. (jis)
Qing Liu, Algebraic Geometry and ArithmeticCurves, Oxford Graduate Texts in Mathematics 6,Oxford University Press, 2002, 576 pp., £45,ISBN 0-19-850284-2This book introduces (arithmetic) algebraicgeometry in the language of schemes. The first part has seven chapters. The firsttwo introduce basic notions (scheme, mor-phism, tensor product, flatness, formal com-pletion, etc). In Chapter 3, the fibered prod-uct and base change for schemes are studied.Chapter 4 treats local properties of schemesand morphisms, such as normality andsmoothness. Global aspects of schemesthrough coherent sheaves and their Èechcohomology groups are discussed in Chapter6, which deals with particular coherentsheaves � the sheaf of differentials and therelative dualising sheaf, culminating inGrothendieck duality theory. Chapter 7 startswith divisor theory, quickly passing to theRiemann-Roch and Hurwitz theorems, andconcluding with a detailed study of the Picardgroup of (generally singular) projectivecurves over an algebraically closed field. The general theory appears in the secondpart, with a study of arithmetic surfaces andthe reduction of algebraic curves. Chapter 8begins with blow-ups and, after digressing toCohen-Macaulay, Nagata and excellent rings,proceeds to the desingularisation of (arith-metic) surfaces. Chapter 9 treats intersectiontheory on arithmetic surfaces. The final chap-ter studies the reduction theory of algebraiccurves and related problems of stable reduc-tion. This book will be useful to graduate stu-dents as an introduction to arithmetic alge-braic geometry, and to more advanced read-ers and experts in the field. (pso)
B. V. Rajarama Bhat, G. A. Elliott and P. A.Fillmore (eds.), Lectures on Operator Theory,Fields Institute Monographs 13, AmericanMathematical Society, Providence, 1999, 323 pp.,US$69, ISBN 0-8218-0821-4This book is a collection of articles on oper-ator algebras and their applications, most ofwhich are records of lectures presented dur-ing a two-semester research programme atthe Fields Institute in Waterloo, Ontario, in1994-5. The first part is devoted to C*-algebras. Itstarts from basic definitions and includes dis-cussions of positivity in C*-algebras, K-theory,tensor, crossed and free products, dilationtheory and relations to several complex vari-ables and mathematical physics. Part 2 con-tains papers on von Neumann algebras,including an introduction with emphasis onII1 factors, an exposition of Connes� funda-mental results, introductory topics in the the-ory of subfactors and an introduction toVoiculescu�s work on free products. Fivepapers in the third part are devoted to classi-fications of various types of C*-algebras (AF-algebras, amenable C*-algebras, and simplepurely infinite C*-algebras). Part 4 containsclassification results for a class of hereditarysubalgebras of certain simple non-real rank 0C*-algebras, based on the Ph.D. thesis of I.

Stevens. The last 80 pages provide a record oflectures by A. Ocneanu on paths on Coxeterdiagrams and their relations to minimal mod-els and subfactors. There is no overall bibli-ography: short reference lists are included inmost of the individual lectures. (vs)
R. Rebolledo (ed.), Stochastic Analysis andMathematical Physics, Trends in Mathematics,Birkhäuser, Boston, 2000, 166 pp., DM 128,ISBN 0-8176-4185-8 and 3-7643-4185-8These Proceedings reflect recent researchin the area of quantum probability, related toa seminar on Stochastic Analysis andMathematical Physics at the CatholicUniversity of Chile in Santiago, mostly pre-sented at the ANESTOC �98 Workshop. Themain topics include quantum flows and semi-groups, domains of these semigroups, theconservativity property (preserving of theunit), asymptotic analysis, quantum anhar-monic oscillators and oscillator algebras andFock spaces � in particular, exponentials ofquadratic field polynomials of field operatorson these spaces. In addition, some problemsof classical stochastic analysis (Feller semi-groups, commutative wave maps, Korovkinoperators) are discussed, partly motivated bythe quantum point of view. A contribution onBernstein processes finishes this volume.This book is aimed at mathematical physi-cists and probability and operator algebraists.The contributing authors are R. Carbone, A.M. Chebotarev, J. C. García, R. Quezada, M.Corgini, A. B. Cruzeiro, L. Wu, J. C.Zambrini, F. Fagnola, C. Fernández, K. B.Sinha, A. Guichardet, E. B. Nielsen, O. Rask,R. Rebolledo, J. A. Van Casteren and W. vonWaldenfels. (mzahr)
A. M. Robert, A Course in p-adic Analysis,Graduate Texts in Mathematics 198, Springer,New York, 2000, 437 pp., DM 109, ISBN 0-387-98669-3This is a beautifully written introduction top-adic analysis and to the p-adic world in gen-eral. From a p-adic point of view, it startsfrom scratch, assuming no knowledge of p-adic numbers. The rather lengthy introductory chapterintroduces these numbers and develops theirproperties. Chapters 2 and 3 treat the algebraof p-adic numbers, dealing with finite exten-sions of the field of p-adic numbers and withthe universal p-adic fields; these chaptersassume a familiarity with linear algebra andsome ring and field theory. Chapters 4, 5 and6 constitute the core of the book. Here theauthor proceeds in analogy with the classicalreal and complex analysis, emphasising thesimilarities and differences between classicaland p-adic analysis; even readers with only aknowledge of basic calculus will understandmuch of this. The last chapter is devoted toarithmetic applications (special functions andcongruences). Each chapter concludes with a series ofexercises. The book is very attractive, con-tains recent results, and will be interestingboth to specialists in the p-adic world and tomathematicians working in analysis, numbertheory, algebraic geometry and algebraictopology. (jiva)
P. Rothmaler, Introduction to Model Theory,Algebra, Logic and Applications Series 15, Gordonand Breach, Singapore, 2000, 305 pp., $38,ISBN 90-5699-313-5 This book is an introduction to model the-ory of first-order logic and its applications to

algebra. The first four parts cover the neces-sary topics of pure model theory, such ascompactness, axiomatisable classes, ultra-products, elimination, chains, types, omittingtypes, saturation, atomic models and cate-goricity. There is also an exposition of ordi-nal and cardinal numbers, and some classicimportant algebraic applications, such asHilbert�s Nullstellensatz and a Chevalley the-orem about projections of constructible sets.The last part is oriented algebraically andconsists of two chapters. The first of these,Strongly minimal theories, deals with modelsof such theories, which can be seen as a nat-ural generalisation of the theory of alge-braically closed fields; a notion of dimensionplays a substantial role here. The other treatsa concrete theory � a complete theory ofabelian groups of integers. There are illumi-nating remarks and exercises in the text andsuggestions for further reading. Some ele-mentary algebra is assumed, but a knowledgeof mathematical logic is not required. (jmlè)
K. Saxe, Beginning Functional Analysis,Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics, Springer,New York, 2002, 197 pp., EUR 44,95, ISBN 0-387-95224-1The author offers a course of functionalanalysis for beginners in less than 200 pages;the prerequisites are a basic knowledge of lin-ear algebra and real analysis. Lebesgue inte-gration is explained, followed by the ele-ments of metric, normed and inner productspaces. The other three chapters are devotedto Fourier analysis in Hilbert spaces, ele-ments of linear operator theory, and theStone-Weierstrass theorem, together withthree principles of linear functional analysis.Two appendices deal with complex numbersand basic set theory. All chapters are accom-panied by numerous exercises (more than160 in total), where the reader is sometimesasked to fill in details omitted from the text.Short biographies of Fréchet, Hilbert,Banach, Lebesgue, F. Riesz, Fourier, Enflo,Stone and J. von Neumann are included, aswell as 130 references and a short index. The author�s style is stimulating, and sheincludes numerous comments on the devel-opment of the discipline. The book can alsoserve (rather early) for reading in a seminarfor students with a deeper interest in mathe-matics. (jive)
M. Ó. Searcóid, Elements of AbstractAnalysis, Undergraduate Mathematics Series,Springer, London, 2002, 298 pp., EUR 34,95,ISBN 1-85233-424-XThis book covers the elements of abstractanalysis, treated mostly within the context oftopological spaces. The author�s aim is tobuild up the theory from axioms and to pro-vide an overview of known notions and meth-ods, providing a solid background for func-tional analysis. Thus, the basic concepts ofconvergence, continuity, completeness,countability, connectedness and compactnessare studied at a greater level of abstraction.This is a carefully written book, starting fromset-theoretic axioms, and containing about180 problems and exercises with hints andsolutions. It is an ideal source of informationfor independent student study. There is acomprehensive index. (jive)
M. J. Shaiharan, The Mysteries of the RealPrime, London Mathematical SocietyMonographs New Series 25, Clarendon Press,Oxford, 2001, 240 pp., £45, ISBN 0-19-
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850868-9 The mysterious real prime in the title is the�prime� responsible for the completion ofrationals leading to the real numbers. Insteadof trying to base the theory of p-adic numberson the reals, the author does the opposite, by�implementing� the p-adic attitudes to thereals to �unveil� the mysteries of this prime.The result is a highly original monographinterweaving many topics and requiring fromthe reader a broad range of knowledge, suchas Markov chains, Heisenberg group andquantum algebra, q-series and various specialfunctions. The book ends, as the authorwrites in the introduction, �By giving a heuris-tic proof of the Riemann hypothesis. Thisproof works in the function fields case andshows that the proof of the Riemann hypoth-esis is distinctly related to the mysteries of thereal prime�. This book provides interesting and inspir-ing reading, fusing various original observa-tions, and as such can be recommended toanyone interested in the interplay of a widerange of mathematical ideas. (�por)
I. Stewart and D. Tall, Algebraic NumberTheory and Fermat�s Last Theorem, 3rd edn.,A. K. Peters, Natick, 2002, 313 pp., US$38,ISBN 1-56881-119-5 This edition is completely revised editionfrom the second one from 1987. In the firstpart, the authors develop the basic materialof algebraic number theory � factorisation,ideals and algebraic number fields. The sec-ond part is devoted to geometric methods(lattices, Minkowski�s theorem, the geometricrepresentation of algebraic numbers, thefiniteness of class group). In Part III thesetools are applied to show the reader theapproach to Fermat�s last theorem, based onthe development of ideas started by Kummer.The last part is devoted to Wiles� break-through. This book cannot, of course, present thefull proof, but the reader can find a descrip-tion and introduction to the milestones on�the path to the final breakthrough�. Thereare two appendices � on quadratic residuesand on Dirichlet�s unit theorem. The chap-ters include many exercises. As its predeces-sors, the book is written in a nice readablestyle, supplemented with lively historicalcomments. It can be warmly recommended toanybody interested in algebraic number theo-ry. (�por)
J. Stillwell, Mathematics and its History, 2ndedn., Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics,Springer, New York, 2002, 542 pp., 181 fig.,EUR 59,95, ISBN 0-387-95336-1The present edition of this book, first pub-lished in 1989, has several improvements: itcontains three new chapters and many addi-tional exercises, and bibliographical data andthe index have been enlarged. This book is not an attempt to cover thehistory of every part of mathematics, but itdeals with those that are not treated in detailin other similar books. Although it contains36 biographical items, the book is focused onthe mathematics, which is presented in a live-ly style without unnecessary detail. It is verystimulating and will be appreciated not onlyby students. Much attention is paid to prob-lems and to the development of mathematicsbefore the end of the nineteenth century andof an �algebraic nature�, but selected topicsfrom geometry and analysis are fairly cov-ered: the roots of analytic and projective

geometry, calculus, elliptic functions, theproblem of the vibrating string, non-Euclidean geometry, algebraic number theo-ry, geometric topology, sets, measure, logicand computability. This book brings to the non-specialistinterested in mathematics many interestingresults. It can be recommended for seminarsand will be enjoyed by the broad mathemati-cal community. (jive)
H. P. F. Swinnerton-Dyer, A Brief Guide toAlgebraic Number Theory, LondonMathematical Society Student Texts 50,Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2001,146 pp., £15.95, ISBN 0-521-80292-X and 0-521-00423-3This book provides a brief introduction tosome aspects of algebraic number theory.Starting with basic tools (ideals, factorisation,discriminant and valuations), it includes basicproperties and results concerning idèles andadèles. Basic notions and results are thenillustrated using basic algebraic number fieldsof degree 2, 3, 4, and cyclotomic fields. Thebooklet culminates with analytic tools, such aszeta functions, L-series, class field theory, thegeneral reciprocity law and the Kronecker-Weber theorem. The reader is expected to befamiliar with basic results on finite exten-sions, Galois theory, etc. However, the bookcontains appendices with basic facts aboutsuch useful topics as Haar measure, Fouriertransforms and the Galois theory of infiniteextensions. The reader will find in this subtle bookletmuch relevant material in this important partof number theory, which has influenced manyareas of mathematics. It is written in a nice(but necessarily concise) style, containingexercises to broaden the reader�s knowledgeand skills. The result is a very solid introduc-tion to the subject. (�por)
P. Tondeur, Collected Papers of K.-T. Chen,Contemporary Mathematicians, Birkhäuser,Boston, 2001, 737 pp., DM 460, ISBN 0-8176-4005-3 and 3-7643-4005-3The results of Kuo-Tsai Chen are very wellknown among topologists and differentialgeometers. His deeply original and brightideas have brought us the theory of iteratedintegrals and principal bundles with thestructure group being the �Lie group� of for-mal power series, together with the theory ofconnections on these bundles. He has veryeffectively and explicitly used these tech-niques to obtain fundamental results on thecohomology of loop spaces. His approach isclosely related to the theory of minimal mod-els, developed by D. Sullivan, and it is knownthat Sullivan was partially inspired by Chen�swork. This book is the complete collection ofChen�s papers, presented in their originalform. (The papers were reproduced photo-graphically.) An introductory article on hislife and work was written by Richard Hainand Philippe Tondeur, famous specialists inthe field. Included are lists of Chen�s papersand of his students. (jiva)
W. T. Tutte, Graph Theory, Encyclopedia ofMathematics and its Applications 21, CambridgeUniversity Press, Cambridge, 2001, 333 pp.,£19.95, ISBN 0-521-79489-7This is a classic textbook (first published byAddison-Wesley in 1984), written by one ofthe pioneers and most distinguished contrib-utors to the field, and dealing with many of

the central themes of graph theory: Menger�stheorem and network flows, the reconstruc-tion problem, the matrix-tree theorem, thetheory of factors (or matchings) in graphs,chromatic polynomials, Brooks� theorem,Menger�s theorem, planar graphs andKuratowski�s theorem. The treatment of allthese topics is unified by the author�s highlyindividual approach: this is not just anothertextbook in graph theory! This book has much to offer to any readerinterested in graph theory. It draws togethersome important themes from the rapidlygrowing literature on the subject, while alsoproviding an excellent preparation for someslightly more specialised topics, such as thetheory of planar enumeration and chromaticpolynomials of maps, Tutte�s theorem onHamiltonian circuits in 4-connected planargraphs, the five-flow conjecture, and theinteraction between matroids and graphs.(jtu)
A. Vasy, Propagation of Singularities inThree-Body Scattering, Astérisque 262, SociétéMathématique de France, Paris, 2000, 151 pp.,FRF 150, ISBN 2-85629-082-5 Excerpts from the summary: The authortakes a compact manifold X with a boundaryequipped with a scattering metric g and witha collection of disjoint closed embedded sub-manifolds of ¶X. The Hamiltonian H = D + Vis then considered, where D is the Laplacianof g and V is a sufficiently smooth potential,vanishing at the lift of ¶X. Three-body scat-tering of Coulomb type provides the standardexample of such a set-up. The author thenanalyses the propagation of singularities ofgeneralised eigenfunctions of H, showingthat this is essentially a hyperbolic problemhaving some similarities with the Dirichletand transmission problems for the wave oper-ator. The book is divided into nineteen chapters,named (slightly shortened) introduction, dif-ferential operators, three-body scattering cal-culus, restriction to the boundary, composi-tion of operators, the normal operator, com-mutators, mapping properties, wavefront set,functional calculus, Hamiltonian, Mourreestimate, the basic commutator estimate,propagation of singularities in normal (resp.tangential) directions, bound states with neg-ative energy, radial sets, the resolvent, andthe scattering matrix. Three appendices (onthe construction of plane waves near the ini-tial point, the absence of positive eigenvalues,and positive operators) conclude the book,which is based on the author�s doctoral thesis,submitted at MIT. It will be of interest to spe-cialists in scattering theory. (mzahr)
W. D. Wallis, A Beginner�s Guide to GraphTheory, Birkhäuser, Boston, 2000, 230 pp., DM78, ISBN 0-8176-4176-9This book is yet another contribution to thegrowing literature on graphs. The materialcovered is standard and the presentationstays on the level, which corresponds to thestate of the art in the 1960s. Thus, for exam-ple, the minor vertex is introduced, but nei-ther minor nor matroid are mentioned. Onthe other hand, the general Ramsey theoremis stated (but not proved), so the selection oftopics seems to be somewhat unbalanced. Butit is a nicely written book, which containsenough material for a semester course. Itincludes computational considerations(Chapter 13) and some short hints, answersand solutions as an appendix. (jne�)
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